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Who we are
We believe that everyone deserves a good education, a safe and secure 
place to live, the right to be heard, and the chance to start again, with 
support from someone on their side.

We provide practical help and personalised support through our education, 
housing, justice and health and wellbeing services. We work closely with 
people to help them build independence and to move forward to a better 
ŊǉǁǉƭĲɩɥÜĲʚƭĲɥĤƆŸƪćƵƵŗƆźćǁĲɥćźīɥƵǁƭƆźŋɪɥīĲǁĲƭŸŗźĲīɥćźīɥȟĲǧŗģůĲɩɥ�źīɥǢĲɥ
never give up on people.

But this isn’t enough on its own. We need the barriers holding people 
back removed, and systems we all rely on improved, to give everyone 
ćɥŊćŗƭɥĤŒćźĤĲɩɥ¼ŒĲɥǡƆŗĤĲƵɥƆŊɥǁŒƆƵĲɥŸƆƵǁɥćșĲĤǁĲīɥćƭĲɥƆŊǁĲźɥŗŋźƆƭĲīɪɥ
ƵƆɥǢĲɥȞŋŒǁɥćůƆźŋƵŗīĲɥǁŒĲŸɥǁƆɥģĲɥŒĲćƭīɩɥÜĲɥǉƵĲɥǁŒĲɥŗźƵŗŋŒǁƵɥŊƭƆŸɥ
ƆǉƭɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥǢĲɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥǁƆɥ
campaign together for meaningful changes in society.

We are Nacro and we won’t stop until everyone  
has the chance to succeed.
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Our mission

We will work every day to give people 
the help they need and campaign to 
achieve our vision of a society where 
everyone has the chance to succeed.

Our vision
We want a society where everyone has 
the chance to succeed and the support 
they need to achieve their potential. 
Where a safe secure home, a decent 
education and a second chance when 
things go wrong are the foundations 
we can all build our lives on.
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Inspiring
Courageous

Inclusive

Com
passionate

Reliable

Our values

We are inspiring
We motivate and inspire people 
to reach their full potential and 
aspirations. We encourage people 
ǁƆɥǁŒŗźŬɥīŗșĲƭĲźǁůǨɩ

We are courageous
We have bold aims which we are 
determined to achieve. We seize 
opportunities and deliver results.

We are compassionate
We are focused on people, acting 
with compassion and supporting 
each other to succeed.

We are inclusive
We value the unique contribution 
of all our people, combining our 
strengths, and achieving more 
together. 

We are reliable
We keep our promises. We provide 
consistent support and we stick 
with people.
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Why our work is needed
The cost of living crisis is impacting people across the country. Inevitably, 
ŒƆǢĲǡĲƭɪɥǁŒĲɥǢƆƭƵǁɥĲșĲĤǁƵɥǢŗůůɥģĲɥĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲīɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥƪƆƆƭĲƵǁɥćźīɥŸƆƵǁɥ
vulnerable members of society. This has potentially dire consequences when 
we know that some of the most vulnerable members of our society already 
do not get the help and support they need. The long term impact of the 
pandemic together with the cost of living crisis is likely to create a widening 
of inequalities, and as a consequence, the economic and social need in the 
UK is only likely to grow.

Income inequality continued to grow in Britain in 2021, and we continue 
to have lower social mobility rates than many other European and OECD 
countries. The wealthiest 10% of households owned 43% of all the wealth 
ŗźɥ�ƭŗǁćŗźɥģĲǁǢĲĲźɥ�ƪƭŗůɥȨȦȧȮɥǁƆɥrćƭĤŒɥȨȦȨȦɪɥǢŒĲźɥǁŒĲɥģƆǁǁƆŸɥŒćůŊɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥ
population held only nine per cent. Educational performance also varies 
ƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁůǨɥģćƵĲīɥƆźɥƵƆĤŗƆĲĤƆźƆŸŗĤɥģćĤŬŋƭƆǉźīƵɩɥ�ŋćŗźƵǁɥǁŒŗƵɥģćĤŬŋƭƆǉźīɪɥ
ŗǁɥŗƵɥĤůĲćƭɥǁŒćǁɥƆǉƭɥǢƆƭŬɥŗƵɥźĲĲīĲīɥŸƆƭĲɥǁŒćźɥĲǡĲƭɥģĲŊƆƭĲɪɥǁƆɥȞŋŒǁɥźƆǁɥƆźůǨɥ
to stop these gaps widening further but to close the gaps and to create 
opportunity and hope for the people we support.

England and Wales has one of the highest rates of imprisonment in Western 
/ǉƭƆƪĲɪɥǢŗǁŒɥȭȯɪȭȪȪɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥŒĲůīɥŗźɥƪƭŗƵƆźƵɥćźīɥǨƆǉźŋɥƆșĲźīĲƭɥŗźƵǁŗǁǉǁŗƆźƵɥ
at the end of March 2022. It is projected that the prison population will grow 
ƵǉģƵǁćźǁŗćůůǨɥƆǡĲƭɥǁŒĲɥźĲǧǁɥŊĲǢɥǨĲćƭƵɪɥǢŗǁŒɥƆȚĤŗćůɥȞŋǉƭĲƵɥƵǉŋŋĲƵǁŗźŋɥǁŒćǁɥ
ȯȩɪȦȦȦɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥǢŗůůɥģĲɥŒĲůīɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥƪƭŗƵƆźƵɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥĲźīɥƆŊɥȨȦȨȪɩɥ§ĲƆșĲźīŗźŋɥƭćǁĲƵɥ
remain high, particularly for those sentenced to a prison term. 36.7% of adults 
ƭĲůĲćƵĲīɥŊƭƆŸɥƪƭŗƵƆźɥŋƆɥƆźɥǁƆɥƭĲƆșĲźīɥǢŗǁŒŗźɥćɥǨĲćƭɪɥćźīɥŊƆƭɥǁŒƆƵĲɥǢŒƆɥƵĲƭǡĲīɥ
ćɥƵĲźǁĲźĤĲɥƆŊɥůĲƵƵɥǁŒćźɥȧȨɥŸƆźǁŒƵɥǁŒŗƵɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲƵɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁůǨɥǁƆɥȫȩɩȯ˧ɪɥćźīɥƵŗǁƵɥ
ćǁɥȫȭ˧ɥŊƆƭɥƵĲźǁĲźĤĲƵɥƆŊɥƵŗǧɥŸƆźǁŒƵɥƆƭɥůĲƵƵɩɥ

Homelessness continues to be high, with research from Shelter showing 
at least 271,000 people are recorded as homeless in England, including 
123,000 children. We know that the best way to tackle homelessness is to 
ƵǁƆƪɥŗǁɥŒćƪƪĲźŗźŋɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥȞƭƵǁɥƪůćĤĲɩɥÜŒĲƭĲɥǁŒĲƭĲɥćƭĲɥƪƭĲīŗĤǁćģůĲɥƭƆǉǁĲƵɥŗźǁƆɥ
homelessness, like leaving prison, it is vital to ensure that everything possible 
ŗƵɥīƆźĲɥǁƆɥŒĲůƪɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥȞźīɥćźīɥŬĲĲƪɥćɥŒƆŸĲɪɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥǁŒĲǨɥźĲĲīɩɥ

The mainstream education system continues to fail many young people 
ǢŒƆƵĲɥƵƪĲĤŗȞĤɥźĲĲīƵɥćƭĲɥźƆǁɥģĲŗźŋɥŸĲǁɩɥ¼ŒĲɥŸƆƵǁɥƭĲĤĲźǁɥȞŋǉƭĲƵɥƵŒƆǢɥ
ǁŒćǁɥģƆǁŒɥƪĲƭŸćźĲźǁɥĲǧĤůǉƵŗƆźƵɥćźīɥƵǉƵƪĲźƵŗƆźƵɥŊƭƆŸɥƵĤŒƆƆůɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥǁƆɥ
ŗźĤƭĲćƵĲɬɥćźīɥǡǉůźĲƭćģůĲɥŋƭƆǉƪƵɥƆŊɥĤŒŗůīƭĲźɥćƭĲɥŸƆƭĲɥůŗŬĲůǨɥǁƆɥģĲɥĲǧĤůǉīĲīɩɥ
¯ĲǡĲźǁǨɾĲŗŋŒǁɥƪĲƭɥĤĲźǁɥƆŊɥĤŒŗůīƭĲźɥǢŒƆɥćƭĲɥƪĲƭŸćźĲźǁůǨɥĲǧĤůǉīĲīɥŒćǡĲɥ
special educational needs or being eligible for free school meals. The knock-
ƆźɥĲșĲĤǁɥŗźǁƆɥćīǉůǁɥůŗŊĲɥŗƵɥīćŸćŋŗźŋɥćźīɥůƆźŋɾůćƵǁŗźŋɥʀɥćƵɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥǢŗǁŒɥŊĲǢɥ
ƆƭɥźƆɥƬǉćůŗȞĤćǁŗƆźƵɥćƭĲɥŸǉĤŒɥŸƆƭĲɥůŗŬĲůǨɥǁƆɥƵƪĲźīɥǁŗŸĲɥźƆǁɥŗźɥĲŸƪůƆǨŸĲźǁɪɥ
education or training.
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The people we work with are often at a point of change. Many have struggled; 
growing up in care, facing homelessness, failed by the education system or 
caught up in the tide of the justice system. The challenges we face shape who 
we are, but our past shouldn’t dictate our future.  

“I missed a lot of school due to my diabetes. I lacked 
ĤƆźȞīĲźĤĲɥćźīɥůĲŊǁɥƵĤŒƆƆůɥǢŗǁŒɥŊĲǢɥG�¯/Ƶɩɥ¯ŗźĤĲɥƭĲĤĲŗǡŗźŋɥ
ƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥćǁɥtćĤƭƆɪɥSʚǡĲɥćĤŒŗĲǡĲīɥćɥŋƭćīĲɥȭɥŗźɥ/źŋůŗƵŒɥćźīɥćɥ
ȫɥŗźɥŸćǁŒƵɥG�¯/ƵɩɥSʚŸɥŒƆƪŗźŋɥǁƆɥŋƆɥŗźǁƆɥźǉƭƵŗźŋɪɥŗźƵƪŗƭĲīɥ
by those who’ve cared for me.”

ÜĲɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥǁƆɥīƆɥĲǡĲƭǨǁŒŗźŋɥǢĲɥĤćźɥǁƆɥƆșĲƭɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɪɥƵǁćģŗůŗǁǨɥćźīɥŋǉŗīćźĤĲɪɥ
enabling people to open doors that were previously closed to them. We know 
that with the right support and guidance people can turn their lives around 
and move onto a future of success. 
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Message from the Chair
It’s good to be back.  

SɥƵǁćƭǁĲīɥǢƆƭŬɥŗźɥȧȯȮȦɥǢƆƭŬŗźŋɥŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆɥƆźɥćɥƪƭƆũĲĤǁɥŗźɥ¯ƆǉǁŒɥ
London for young people leaving Borstals - as youth custody was 
then called. That job made a profound impression that has stayed 
with me for the rest of my career. I learnt how the odds were stacked 
against the young people I worked with by poverty, unemployment, 
racism and education and criminal justice systems that just saw them as 
a problem, never with potential. I can quote to this day what one of those 
young people, John, told me: “The only thing school ever taught me was that 
I am stupid”. He wasn’t - and the injustice of how he was treated - and far 
too many young people since - stays with me still. But I also learnt that with 
encouragement, practical support, and education and training tailored to 
ǁŒĲŗƭɥźĲĲīƵɪɥǁŒĲǨɥĤƆǉůīɥīĲŊǨɥǁŒĲɥƆīīƵɥćźīɥƭĲćůŗƵĲɥǁŒĲŗƭɥƪƆǁĲźǁŗćůɩɥ�ƵɥtćĤƭƆɥ
prides itself in doing today, I hope we saw our young people’s futures, 
ǢŒćǁĲǡĲƭɥǁŒĲɥƪćƵǁɩɥtćĤƭƆɥǢćƵɥćɥŋƭĲćǁɥƪůćĤĲɥǁƆɥǢƆƭŬɥǁŒĲźɩɥSɥƭĲŸĲŸģĲƭɥ
how motivating it was to work for an organisation that used our front-line 
ĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲɥǁƆɥĤŒćůůĲźŋĲɥǁŒĲɥƪƆůŗĤŗĲƵɥćźīɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźƵɥǁŒćǁɥƵƆɥģćīůǨɥůĲǁɥīƆǢźɥ
the young people we worked with.

§ĲǁǉƭźŗźŋɥǁƆɥtćĤƭƆɥŊƆƭǁǨɥǨĲćƭƵɥůćǁĲƭɥćƵɥ�ŒćŗƭɪɥƆŊɥĤƆǉƭƵĲɥǁŒŗźŋƵɥŒćǡĲɥĤŒćźŋĲīɩɥ
tćĤƭƆɥŒćƵɥŋƭƆǢźɥćźīɥǢƆƭŬƵɥǢŗǁŒɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥƆŊɥĲǡĲƭǨɥćŋĲɥŊćĤŗźŋɥćɥƭćźŋĲɥƆŊɥ
ĤŒćůůĲźŋĲƵɩɥSɥŒćǡĲɥƵƪĲźǁɥćƵɥŸǉĤŒɥƆŊɥǁŒŗƵɥǨĲćƭɥćƵɥƪƆƵƵŗģůĲɥǡŗƵŗǁŗźŋɥtćĤƭƆɥ
projects across England and Wales and have found much that is familiar. 
SɥŒćǡĲɥŊƆǉźīɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭƵɥǢŒƆɪɥƭĲŋćƭīůĲƵƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲŗƭɥƵƪĲĤŗȞĤɥźĲĲīƵɪɥŊćĤĲɥ
systems and organisations that continue to deny them basic social justice. I 
ŒćǡĲɥŊƆǉźīɥćźɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɥǁŒćǁɥƵǁŗůůɥƭĲĤƆŋźŗƵĲƵɥǁŒĲɥƭćĤŗƵŸɪɥƵĲǧŗƵŸɥćźīɥƆǁŒĲƭɥ
discrimination that many of the people it supports face and is committed 
ǁƆɥǁćĤŬůŗźŋɥŗǁɥćźīɥģǉŗůīŗźŋɥćɥŋĲźǉŗźĲůǨɥŗźĤůǉƵŗǡĲɥĤǉůǁǉƭĲɩɥSɥŒćǡĲɥŊƆǉźīɥƵǁćșɥ
who are as skilful and committed as ever in helping those they work with 
overcome these challenges and realise their potential. I am very pleased 
ǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥũǉƵǁɥćƵɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥćƵɥŗǁɥǢćƵɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥƪćƵǁɥŗźɥǉƵŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥŊƭƆźǁɾůŗźĲɥ
ĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲɥƆŊɥŗǁƵɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭƵɥćźīɥƵǁćșɥǁƆɥćƭŋǉĲɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥǢŗīĲƭɥƪƆůŗĤǨɥĤŒćźŋĲƵɥ
that would create the social justice its service users are denied.

%ĲƵƪŗǁĲɥǁŒƆƵĲɥŊćŸŗůŗćƭɥǁŒĲŸĲƵɪɥȨȦȨȨɶȨȩɥŒćīɥģĲĲźɥćźɥĲǧĤĲƪǁŗƆźćůůǨɥ
ĤŒćůůĲźŋŗźŋɥǨĲćƭɥŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆɪɥŗǁƵɥƵǁćșɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥŗǁɥǢƆƭŬƵɥǢŗǁŒɩɥSɥŒćǡĲɥƵĲĲźɥ
ćǁɥȞƭƵǁɥŒćźīɥŒƆǢɥǁŒĲɥƵƪŗƭćůůŗźŋɥĤƆƵǁƵɥƆŊɥĲǡĲƭǨīćǨɥĲƵƵĲźǁŗćůƵɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥĤǉǁģćĤŬƵɥ
and dysfunctionality of so many public services impacts disproportionately 
on the people we support: veterans struggling to move into their own housing 
because they can’t pay the bills, prison leavers left stranded without the help 
they need to get somewhere to live, learners in our education centres who 
need us to provide breakfast before they start their day, young people with 
acute mental health needs unable to access the specialist support they need. 
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rćźǨɥƆŊɥǁŒĲƵĲɥŗƵƵǉĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥŗŸƪćĤǁĲīɥīŗƭĲĤǁůǨɥƆźɥƆǉƭɥƵǁćșɥǁƆƆɥćźīɥƆŊɥĤƆǉƭƵĲɥ
ǁŒŗƵɥćșĲĤǁƵɥƆǉƭɥćģŗůŗǁǨɥǁƆɥƭĲĤƭǉŗǁɥćźīɥƭĲǁćŗźɪɥģǉǁɥSɥŒćǡĲɥƵĲĲźɥŒƆǢɥƆǉƭɥƵǁćșɥ
continue to provide the same high-quality service despite the pressure they 
ǁŒĲŸƵĲůǡĲƵɥŊćĤĲɥǁƆɥŸćŬĲɥĲźīƵɥŸĲĲǁɥćƵɥŗźȟćǁŗƆźɥƭŗƵĲƵɩɥSɥǁŒćźŬɥǁŒĲŸɥŊƆƭɥŗǁɩ

SǁɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥćźɥĲǧĤĲƪǁŗƆźćůůǨɥĤŒćůůĲźŋŗźŋɥǨĲćƭɥŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆɥćƵɥćźɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɥ
too. Like almost every organisation we have faced rising costs combined 
with static or reducing income. We know that our funders and partners also 
face many of the same pressures - and we are grateful for the constructive 
relationships we have with them which enable us to work together to create 
common solutions to joint problems. We have however been better placed 
ǁŒćźɥƵƆŸĲɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźƵɥǁƆɥǢĲćǁŒĲƭɥǁŒĲƵĲɥƵǁƆƭŸƵɩɥrǨɥƪƭĲīĲĤĲƵƵƆƭɥtŗŋĲůɥ
�ŒćƪŸćźɥćźīɥŒŗƵɥĤƆůůĲćŋǉĲƵɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥůĲŊǁɥtćĤƭƆɥŗźɥŋƆƆīɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥŒĲćůǁŒɥ
that has provided us with the resilience to get through this period. I pay 
ǁƭŗģǉǁĲɥǁƆɥtŗŋĲůɥćźīɥǁŒćźŬɥŒŗŸɥŊƆƭɥćůůɥŒĲɥīŗīɥŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆɩɥ

¼ŒŗƵɥćźźǉćůɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɥīĲƵĤƭŗģĲƵɥǁŒĲɥǢƆƭŬɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒƆǉǁɥǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɪɥǁŒĲɥ
ƭćźŋĲɥƆŊɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɥŗǁɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲƵɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥŗǁɥŒćƵɩɥtćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥćɥĤƆŸƪůĲǧɥ
ƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɥǢŗǁŒɥćɥˉȬȮɩȭŸɥǁǉƭźƆǡĲƭɥŗźɥćɥŒŗŋŒůǨɥƭĲŋǉůćǁĲīɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁɩɥ
tƆǁɥǁŒĲɥůĲćƵǁɥƆŊɥtŗŋĲůʚƵɥćĤŒŗĲǡĲŸĲźǁƵɥǢćƵɥǁƆɥĤƭĲćǁĲɥćɥǡĲƭǨɥƵǁƭƆźŋɥ�Ɔćƭīɥ
ćźīɥSɥŒćǡĲɥģĲĲźɥŊƆƭǁǉźćǁĲɥǁƆɥũƆŗźɥƵǉĤŒɥćźɥĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲīɥćźīɥǢŗƵĲɥŋƭƆǉƪɥƆŊɥ
colleagues and the report describes the Board’s prime responsibility for the 
careful stewardship of those resources and accountabilities.

Despite the challenges, the report describes an organisation that is well-
ƪůćĤĲīɥǁƆɥŊćĤĲɥǁŒĲɥĤŒćůůĲźŋĲƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŊǉǁǉƭĲɩɥ¼ŒĲɥźĲĲīƵɥǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆɥŸĲĲǁƵɥ
today are not going to go away quickly, but as I hope this report shows, I 
believe we have the strategy, culture, people and partnerships to strengthen 
ģƆǁŒɥƆǉƭɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɥǁŒćǁɥŸĲĲǁɥǁŒƆƵĲɥźĲĲīƵɥǁƆīćǨɪɥćźīɥǁƆɥǉƵĲɥǁŒćǁɥĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲɥ
to help shape the polices that might reduce those needs tomorrow. It’s a 
privilege to be able to play a part in doing so.     

Nick Hardwick
Chair

ʗtćĤƭƆɥŒćƵɥīƆźĲɥƵƆŸĲɥƭĲćůůǨɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥĤćŸƪćŗŋźŗźŋɩʘ

Simon Fell, Conservative MP for Barrow and Furness, and sponsor  
of the Private Members Bill to reduce Friday releases.
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rĲƵƵćŋĲɥŊƭƆŸɥǁŒĲɥ�/�
SɥćŸɥǡĲƭǨɥůǉĤŬǨɥǁƆɥģĲɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒŗĲŊɥ/ǧĲĤǉǁŗǡĲɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɩɦ/ǡĲźɥ
ŗźɥǁŒŗƵɥŸƆƵǁɥĤŒćůůĲźŋŗźŋɥƆŊɥǨĲćƭƵɪɥǁŒĲɥƵǁćșɪɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭƵɥćźīɥ
ůĲćƭźĲƭƵɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲɥćɥĤƆźƵǁćźǁɥƭĲŸŗźīĲƭɥƆŊɥǢŒćǁɥćɥīŗșĲƭĲźĤĲɥǢĲɥ
can make as an organisation. Every day I see that change can 
happen, that resilience, support, advocacy and friendship matter. Our 
ǢƆƭŬɥǢŗǁŒɥƵƆŸĲɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŸƆƵǁɥĲǧĤůǉīĲīɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥćźīɥŗźɥƵƆŸĲɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŸƆƵǁɥ
deprived communities shows that people helping people, believing in 
ǁŒĲŸɪɥŋŗǡŗźŋɥǁŒĲŸɥćźƆǁŒĲƭɥĤŒćźĤĲɥŸćŬĲƵɥćɥƭĲćůɥīŗșĲƭĲźĤĲɪɥƵƆŸĲǁŗŸĲƵɥŊƆƭɥ
just a day but also for a lifetime.

In the last year we have focused our attention on some key themes in order 
to deliver our new strategy.

ÜĲɥŒćǡĲɥƵƆǉŋŒǁɥǁƆɥĲźŋćŋĲɪɥůŗƵǁĲźɥćźīɥůĲćƭźɥŊƭƆŸɥƆǉƭɥƵǁćșɪɥƆǉƭɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥ
users and learners and to become an even more inclusive and diverse 
ƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɩɦɥ�ǉƭɥƵǁćșɥůĲīɥ/%SɥĤƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥŗƵɥīƭŗǡŗźŋɥƭĲćůɥćźīɥůćƵǁŗźŋɥĤŒćźŋĲɥ
ŗźɥćůůɥćƵƪĲĤǁƵɥƆŊɥƆǉƭɥǢƆƭŬɩɦ�ǉƭɥdǉƵǁŗĤĲɥ/ǧ�ŒćźŋĲɥʀɥćɥźĲǁǢƆƭŬɥƆŊɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥǢŒƆɥ
have been in touch with the criminal justice service and received support 
ŊƭƆŸɥtćĤƭƆɥʀɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥĤĲźǁƭćůɥǁƆɥƵŒćƪŗźŋɥƆǉƭɥŗźȟǉĲźĤŗźŋɥƪƭŗƆƭŗǁŗĲƵɩɥÜĲɥǢŗźɥ
ćǢćƭīƵɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥȞůŸƵɥǢĲɥŸćŬĲɥǁŒćǁɥǁĲůůɥǁŒĲɥƭĲćůɥƵǁƆƭǨɥƆŊɥŒƆŸĲůĲƵƵźĲƵƵɩɥ�ǉƭɥ
new website is inclusive, open and accessible. 

We have focused on the real outcomes that the people we work with need. 
tŗźĲɥƆǉǁɥƆŊɥȧȦɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥǨƆǉźŋɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥǢŒƆɥƵǁǉīǨɥǢŗǁŒɥǉƵɥƪćƵƵɥǁŒĲŗƭɥG�¯/ɥŸćǁŒƵɥ
and English. Our long running campaign to stop the stress of a Friday release 
ŊƭƆŸɥƪƭŗƵƆźɥǢŗůůɥģĲĤƆŸĲɥćɥƭĲćůŗǁǨɥǢŗǁŒɥćɥůćǢɥīǉĲɥǁƆɥƪćƵƵɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥ¤ćƭůŗćŸĲźǁɩɦɥ
We have won new services delivering essential support across the country 
ŊƭƆŸɥƭĲƵĲǁǁůŗźŋɥĲǧɾƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥƪĲƭƵƆźźĲůɥŗźɥhƆźīƆźɥǁƆɥćɥźĲǢɥŒƆŸĲůĲƵƵźĲƵƵɥ
service in Pembrokeshire, Wales.

SǁɥŒćƵɥćůƵƆɥģĲĲźɥćɥĤŒćůůĲźŋŗźŋɥǨĲćƭɩɦ¼ŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥŒĲćīǢŗźīƵɥŒćǡĲɥŒćīɥćźɥ
ŗŸƪćĤǁɥƆźɥƆǉƭɥƵǁćșɪɥƆǉƭɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭƵɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɥŗǁƵĲůŊɩɦɥÜĲɥŒćǡĲɥ
ǁƭŗĲīɥǁƆɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥƆǉƭɥƵǁćșɥǢŗǁŒɥǢĲůůɾģĲŗźŋɥŗźŗǁŗćǁŗǡĲƵɪɥƆǉƭɥůćƭŋĲƵǁɥƪćǨɥćǢćƭīɥŗźɥ
īĲĤćīĲƵɥćźīɥƭĲŋǉůćƭɥĤŒĲĤŬɾŗźƵɩɦÜĲɥćƭĲɥƪƭƆǡŗīŗźŋɥǢĲůŊćƭĲɥćźīɥģĲźĲȞǁɥćīǡŗĤĲɥ
ǁƆɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭƵɥćĤƭƆƵƵɥǁŒĲɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɥćźīɥƆǉƭɥƵǁćșɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥǁƆɥŋƆɥćģƆǡĲɥ
ćźīɥģĲǨƆźīɥƆźɥćɥīćŗůǨɥģćƵŗƵɩɦÜĲɥŒćǡĲɥǢƆƭŬĲīɥŒćƭīɥƆǡĲƭɥǁŒĲɥůćƵǁɥŊĲǢɥǨĲćƭƵɥǁƆɥ
ĤƭĲćǁĲɥćɥƵǁƭƆźŋɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥģćƵĲɥģǉǁɥǁŒĲɥźĲǧǁɥǁǢƆɥǨĲćƭƵɥǢŗůůɥģĲɥǡĲƭǨɥīŗȚĤǉůǁɥŗŊɥ
we don’t see more support from those who commission our services. 

ÜĲɥćƭĲɥćůƵƆɥǡĲƭǨɥůǉĤŬǨɥǁƆɥŒćǡĲɥćźɥĲǧĤĲůůĲźǁɥǁƭǉƵǁĲĲɥģƆćƭīɥǁƆɥŋǉŗīĲɥǉƵɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥ
ǁŒĲƵĲɥǁŗŸĲƵɩɦÜĲɥŒćǡĲɥƵĲĲźɥćɥĤŒćźŋĲɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥůĲćīĲƭƵŒŗƪɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥĲǧĤĲůůĲźǁɥ
tŗŋĲůɥ�ŒćƪŸćźɥćźīɥ§Ɔźɥ�ƭćźŬɥƵǁćźīŗźŋɥīƆǢźɥćƵɥ�ŒćŗƭɥćźīɥÛŗĤĲɾ�ŒćŗƭɥǁƆɥģĲɥ
ƭĲƪůćĤĲīɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥĲƬǉćůůǨɥǁćůĲźǁĲīɥtŗĤŬɥNćƭīǢŗĤŬɥćźīɥ�źźĲɥFƭƆƵǁɩɥ

Campbell Robb
�ŒŗĲŊɥ/ǧĲĤǉǁŗǡĲɥ�ȚĤĲƭ
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Trustees

tŗĤŬɥNćƭīǢŗĤŬɥ��/ɪɥ
Chair (appointed July 
2022)

tŗŋĲůɥ�ŒćƪŸćźɥ�rGɪɥ
Chair (resigned July 
2022)

�źźĲɥFƭƆƵǁɪɥÛŗĤĲɥ�Œćŗƭɥ
(appointed as Vice 
Chair December 2022)

Ron Crank MBE, 
Vice Chair (resigned 
December 2022)

�źīƭĲǢɥ�ŗůůćźǨ

�Ÿćźīćɥ%ŗĤŬĲźƵ

Lynn Emslie 

Rt Hon Sir David Hanson

Tabitha Kassem 

Farrah Malik 

Katie Martin 

Victor Olisa (resigned 
January 2023)

tĲŗůɥ¯ƪĲźĤĲ

Treasurer

tĲŗůɥ¯ƪĲźĤĲɥ 
 

�ŒŗĲŊɥ/ǧĲĤǉǁŗǡĲɥ�ȚĤĲƭ

Campbell Robb 

�ƆŸƪćźǨɥ¯ĲĤƭĲǁćƭǨ

�źīƭĲǢɥNƆīŋĲƵɥ
(appointed October 
2022)

Rocco Zitola (resigned 
October 2022)

§ĲŋŗƵǁĲƭĲīɥ�ȚĤĲ

Walkden House 
16-17 Devonshire Square 
London EC2M 4SQ  
   

Charity number

226171

                                 

§ĲŋǉůćǁƆƭɥƆŊɥ¯ƆĤŗćůɥ 
Housing number

ȪȭȮȧ

Company number

ȦȦȨȦȩȫȮȩ

Bankers

tćǁŗƆźćůɥÜĲƵǁŸŗźƵǁĲƭɥ
Bank Plc 
Cavell House  
¤�ɥ�Ɔǧɥȧȧȩɥ ɥ  
Ȩ�ɥ�Œćƭŗźŋɥ�ƭƆƵƵɥ§Ɔćīɥ
London WC2H 0PD

 

/ǧǁĲƭźćůɥ�ǉīŗǁƆƭƵ

Crowe U.K. LLP
2nd Floor
ȫȫɥhǉīŋćǁĲɥNŗůů
London EC4M 7JW
 

Internal Auditors

BDO LLP 
Two Snowhill, 
�ŗƭŸŗźŋŒćŸɥ�ȪɥȬG�

¯ƆůŗĤŗǁƆƭƵɥ

Devonshires Solicitors 
LLP
30 Finsbury Circus
London EC2M 7DT 

Pension consultants

XPS Pensions Group
¤ŒƆĲźŗǧɥNƆǉƵĲ
1 Station Hill
§Ĳćīŗźŋɥ§Gȧɥȧt�

Information correct at 
19th July 2023.

Board members and  
professional advisers
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1 2 3 4

Nick Hardwick CBE1 2 of 3 ʀ ʀ ʀ

Nigel Chapman CMG2 1 of 1 ʀ ʀ ʀ

Andrew Billany 3 of 4 3 of 4 ʀ ʀ

Ron Crank MBE3 2 of 3 2 of 3 2 of 3 2 of 2

Lynn Emslie 3 of 4 4 of 4 ʀ ʀ

Anne Frost 2 of 4 3 of 4 ʀ ʀ

Rt Hon Sir David Hanson 4 of 4 ʀ ȪɥƆŊɥȫ ʀ

Tabitha Kassem 2 of 4 4 of 4 ʀ 3 of 3

Farrah Malik 2 of 4 ʀ ȪɥƆŊɥȫ ʀ

Katie Martin 3 of 4 ʀ ʀ 0 of 3

Victor Olisa4 2 of 3 ʀ ʀ ʀ

Neil Spence 4 of 4 ʀ ȫɥƆŊɥȫ ʀ

Amanda Dickens 4 of 4 1 of 4 ʀ 1 of 3

1 Council/Board*
2 Strategy & Performance Committee
3ɥFŗźćźĤĲɥʧɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲ
4 People Committee 

ȧɥ�ƪƪƆŗźǁĲīɥdǉůǨɥȨȦȨȨ
2 Resigned July 2022
3 Resigned December 2022
4 Resigned January 2023

*Renamed Board in December 2022

Trustee Attendance Record 2022/23
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¯ǁƭćǁĲŋŗĤɥƭĲǡŗĲǢɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɥȨȦȨȨɶȨȩ
1. We will increase the positive impact we have on the 

people we support
 We have continued developing our work in our core areas

ʀɥ ÜĲɥŸƆģŗůŗƵĲīɥƆǉƭɥĲǧƪćźīĲīɥ��¯ɾȨɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥćĤƭƆƵƵɥ/źŋůćźīɥćźīɥÜćůĲƵ

ʀɥ ÜĲɥƵǁćƭǁĲīɥīĲůŗǡĲƭǨɥƆŊɥƆǉƭɥźĲǢɥƭĲƵĲǁǁůĲŸĲźǁɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥŊƆƭɥĲǧɾƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥ
personnel in London

 In Wales, we were successful and are now running a new homelessness 
service in Pembrokeshire and a community preventative service in 
Carmarthenshire

 Our education services continue to support young people to achieve 

ʀɥ ȯȦ˧ɥƆŊɥǨƆǉźŋɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥƵǁǉīǨŗźŋɥǢŗǁŒɥǉƵɥƪćƵƵɥǁŒĲŗƭɥG�¯/ɥ/źŋůŗƵŒɶrćǁŒƵ

ʀɥ ȯȦ˧ɥƆŊɥƆǉƭɥůĲćƭźĲƭƵɥǢƆǉůīɥƭĲĤƆŸŸĲźīɥǉƵɥǁƆɥŊƭŗĲźīƵɥƆƭɥŊćŸŗůǨ

ʀɥ ȯȦ˧ɥƆŊɥǨƆǉźŋɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥůĲćƭźŗźŋɥǢŗǁŒɥǉƵɥƪćƵƵɥǁŒĲŗƭɥƬǉćůŗȞĤćǁŗƆźƵɥ

 We prioritised our commitment to listening to and involving the people we 
support in everything we do. Service user involvement is at the heart of our 
ƵǁƭćǁĲŋǨɥćźīɥƆǉƭɥĲǧƪćźīĲīɥĤĲźǁƭćůɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭɥŗźǡƆůǡĲŸĲźǁɥǁĲćŸɪɥǢŒŗĤŒɥ
includes former service users, is supporting delivery teams to ensure this is 
embedded across all our work

 We refreshed our safeguarding policy framework and introduced improved 
risk management processes across all our service delivery directorates.

2. We will campaign alongside our service users for 
solutions to the barriers and challenges they face

 Our campaign on Friday prison releases saw success with the Government 
agreeing to our call. The Government have supported a Private Members 
Bill in Parliament sponsored by Simon Fell MP which will allow Prison 
Governors to release someone who is due for release on a Friday up to two 
days early

 We saw progress on a number of the calls we have been making over recent 
ǨĲćƭƵɥǁƆɥǁćĤŬůĲɥǁŒĲɥģćƭƭŗĲƭƵɥǁƆɥƭĲƵĲǁǁůĲŸĲźǁɩɥ�ƵɥǢĲůůɥćƵɥƆǉƭɥŊƆĤǉƵɥƆźɥFƭŗīćǨɥ
releases and homelessness on release, we have called for action to ensure 
people leave prison with valid ID and bank accounts, both critical to allow 
access to a range of services. Over the last year we have seen progress with 
ǁŒĲɥĲǧƪćźƵŗƆźɥćźīɥƭƆůůŗźŋɥƆǉǁɥƆŊɥćźɥS%ɥćźīɥģćźŬɥćĤĤƆǉźǁƵɥƪƭƆŋƭćŸŸĲɥ
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ɥ �ǉƭɥdǉƵǁŗĤĲɥ/ǧ�ŒćźŋĲɥʀɥćɥźĲǁǢƆƭŬɥƆŊɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥǢŒƆɥŒćǡĲɥģĲĲźɥŗźɥǁƆǉĤŒɥǢŗǁŒɥ
ǁŒĲɥĤƭŗŸŗźćůɥũǉƵǁŗĤĲɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥćźīɥƭĲĤĲŗǡĲīɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥŊƭƆŸɥtćĤƭƆɥʀɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥ
ĤĲźǁƭćůɥǁƆɥƵŒćƪŗźŋɥƆǉƭɥŗźȟǉĲźĤŗźŋɥƪƭŗƆƭŗǁŗĲƵɩɥÜĲɥƭĲůĲćƵĲīɥǁŒĲɥȞƭƵǁɥģƭŗĲȞźŋɥ
from the group focused on ways to improve work and wages in prison to 
better prepare people for release. We continue to make sure our policy and 
campaigns are informed by the people we support and we work alongside 
ĲćĤŒɥƆǁŒĲƭɥǁƆɥŗźȟǉĲźĤĲɥĤŒćźŋĲ

ɥ �ǉƭɥǢƆƭŬɥǁƆɥƵŒćƭĲɥǁŒĲɥƭĲćůɥƵǁƆƭŗĲƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥǢĲɥŒĲůƪɥŗźɥīŗșĲƭĲźǁɥćźīɥ
ĲźŋćŋŗźŋɥǢćǨƵɥǢćƵɥƭĲĤƆŋźŗƵĲīɥćǁɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥFŗůŸɥ�ǢćƭīƵɥǢŒĲƭĲɥǢĲɥǢƆźɥ
GƆůīɥŊƆƭɥƆǉƭɥ�Ĳůůɥ¯ǁƭĲĲǁɥ§ĲƪĲćǁɥćǁɥ�ŒƭŗƵǁŸćƵɥȞůŸɩɥ¼ŒĲɥȞůŸɥŒŗŋŒůŗŋŒǁĲīɥǁŒĲɥ
challenge of homelessness on release from prison.

3. We will develop into a digitally inclusive organisation 
ǢŒĲƭĲɥƆǉƭɥƵǁćșɥćźīɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭƵɥŒćǡĲɥćĤĤĲƵƵɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ
advantages that digital technology can bring
ɥ ÜŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥćīīŗǁŗƆźćůɥƪƭĲƵƵǉƭĲƵɥǁŒĲɥĤŒćůůĲźŋŗźŋɥĲǧǁĲƭźćůɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁɥŒćƵɥ

brought this year, we took a strategic decision to focus on this objective at 
a later point in the strategy period 

ɥ tĲǡĲƭǁŒĲůĲƵƵɪɥǁŒŗƵɥǨĲćƭɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥģĲĲźɥůćǨŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥŋƭƆǉźīǢƆƭŬɥǁƆɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥ
ƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥīŗŋŗǁćůɥǁƭćźƵŊƆƭŸćǁŗƆźɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥS�¼ɥŗźŊƭćƵǁƭǉĤǁǉƭĲɥƆǡĲƭɥǁŒĲɥ
źĲǧǁɥǨĲćƭɩɥ¼ŒĲɥȞƭƵǁɥƵǁĲƪɥƆŊɥǁŒŗƵɥǢćƵɥŗŸƪůĲŸĲźǁŗźŋɥćɥźĲǢɥS¼ɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁɥŊƆƭɥ
Ɔǉƭɥ��¯ɾȨɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲ

 We launched a new website with improved accessibility and user 
ĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲɥǁƆɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲɥćźīɥŗŸƪƭƆǡĲɥƆǉƭɥĲźŋćŋĲŸĲźǁɥǢŗǁŒɥƆǉƭɥŬĲǨɥ
audiences 

ɥ ÜĲɥƭĲǁćŗźĲīɥƆǉƭɥǁǢƆɥS¯�ȨȭȦȦȧɥćĤĤƭĲīŗǁćǁŗƆźƵɥŊƆƭɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥŗźŊƆƭŸćǁŗƆźɥ
security systems.

4. We will build a sustainable future for Nacro
 We have put in place a new environmental strategy which recognises our 

responsibilities and commitments to protecting the environment. We also 
achieved the Green Dragon Environmental Standard

ɥ ¼ŒĲɥĲǧǁƭĲŸĲůǨɥĤŒćůůĲźŋŗźŋɥĲǧǁĲƭźćůɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁɥŒćƵɥŒćīɥćźɥ
ŗŸƪćĤǁɥƆźɥtćĤƭƆɥůŗŬĲɥćůůɥĤŒćƭŗǁŗĲƵɩɥNŗŋŒɥŗźȟćǁŗƆźɪɥĤŒćůůĲźŋĲƵɥŗźɥƭĲĤƭǉŗǁŸĲźǁɥ
ćźīɥƆǁŒĲƭɥĲǧǁĲƭźćůɥŗźȟǉĲźĤĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥćůůɥŗŸƪćĤǁĲīɥƆźɥƆǉƭɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƆǉǁǁǉƭźɥŊƆƭɥ
this year. However, we have continued to prioritise investment in our people 
ćźīɥǢĲɥćƭĲɥƪůćźźŗźŋɥŸĲćƵǉƭĲƵɥǁƆɥŸćŬĲɥǁŒĲɥĤŒćƭŗǁǨɥȞźćźĤŗćůůǨɥƵǉƵǁćŗźćģůĲɥ
ŗźɥǁŒŗƵɥźĲǢɥĲǧǁĲƭźćůɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗźŋɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁɥ
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 Investing in our colleagues remains a priority to build our sustainability 
and we have increased our focus on recruitment and training. This includes 
continuing to roll out our new in-house leadership development programme 
and starting to roll out a new management development training 
programme

ɥ SźɥƭĲĤƆŋźŗǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥĲǧǁĲƭźćůɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁɥƆźɥ
colleagues, we awarded a pay award for all colleagues. This was the 
largest in many years, with the biggest percentage increases for those on 
lower salaries.  

5. We will forge a values led culture that supports a happy 
productive and diverse workforce
ɥ ÜŗǁŒɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲīɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƪƭĲƵƵǉƭĲƵɥƆźɥĤƆůůĲćŋǉĲƵɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥŋƭƆǢŗźŋɥůĲǡĲůɥ

of need in our services, we have continued to ensure a visible focus on 
wellbeing. This included holding a wellbeing month to give focused time 
for colleagues to take a step back with their teams, and trial a number of 
īŗșĲƭĲźǁɥǢĲůůģĲŗźŋɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵ

 Our commitment to equality diversity and inclusion is a core theme through 
our strategy. We have a new EDI strategy in place with involvement 
ćźīɥĤƆŸŸŗǁŸĲźǁɥćǁɥĲǡĲƭǨɥůĲǡĲůɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥŊƭƆŸɥƆǉƭɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲɥ�Ɔćƭīɪɥ¯ĲźŗƆƭɥ
hĲćīĲƭƵŒŗƪɥ¼ĲćŸɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥǁƆɥƆǉƭɥŊƭƆźǁůŗźĲɥĤƆůůĲćŋǉĲƵɩɥ�ǉƭɥ/%Sɥ¯ǁćșɥ
�īǡŗƵƆƭǨɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥǁƆɥůĲćīɥǁŒĲɥǢćǨɥŗźɥƵĲǁǁŗźŋɥǉƪɥŊƆƭǉŸƵɥŊƆƭɥ
colleagues to come together, connect and identify areas for action, as well 
ćƵɥīƭŗǡŗźŋɥćĤǁŗƆźɥćĤƭƆƵƵɥǁŒĲɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɩɥ¼ŒĲƵĲɥŗźĤůǉīĲɥ%ŗǡĲƭƵŗǁǨɥ�ĤǁŗƆźɥ
Groups on Race and Ethnicity, LGBTQ+, and Disability, as well as a new 
Menopause Health Group and Men’s Mental Health Group

ɥ ÜĲɥƭćźɥćɥƪǉůƵĲɥƵǁćșɥƵǉƭǡĲǨɥǁƆɥŒĲćƭɥŊƭƆŸɥĤƆůůĲćŋǉĲƵɥćƵɥǁƆɥǢŒćǁɥǢćƵɥŋƆŗźŋɥ
well and where we could improve. We were pleased to see progress in many 
ćƭĲćƵɥǢĲɥŒćīɥƪƭĲǡŗƆǉƵůǨɥŗīĲźǁŗȞĲīɥćźīɥŒćǡĲɥƪǉǁɥŗźɥćźɥćĤǁŗƆźɥƪůćźɥƆźɥǁŒƆƵĲɥ
areas which need further improvement

ɥ ÜĲɥĤƆźƵǉůǁĲīɥƆźɥćźīɥůćǉźĤŒĲīɥćɥƵĲǁɥƆŊɥƭĲŊƭĲƵŒĲīɥtćĤƭƆɥǡćůǉĲƵɩɥ�ǉƭɥ
ǡćůǉĲƵɥīƭŗǡĲɥćůůɥƆŊɥƆǉƭɥǢƆƭŬɥćĤƭƆƵƵɥƆǉƭɥīŗșĲƭĲźǁɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥćƭĲćƵɥćźīɥćƭĲɥćźɥ
ŗŸƪƆƭǁćźǁɥƪćƭǁɥƆŊɥƆǉƭɥtćĤƭƆɥĤǉůǁǉƭĲɥćźīɥŗīĲźǁŗǁǨɩ
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¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋ
tćĤƭƆɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲƵɥǁƆɥǁćŬĲɥŗǁƵɥĤƆŸŸŗǁŸĲźǁɥǁƆɥĲŸģĲīīŗźŋɥƭƆģǉƵǁɥƵćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ
ŋƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɥćźīɥƪƭćĤǁŗĤĲɥǡĲƭǨɥƵĲƭŗƆǉƵůǨɩɥ�ǉƭɥtćǁŗƆźćůɥ¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ�Ɔćƭīɥ
ŸĲĲǁƵɥƬǉćƭǁĲƭůǨɥǁƆɥĲźƵǉƭĲɥćźɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥŋƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɥŊƭćŸĲǢƆƭŬɥŗƵɥŗźɥƪůćĤĲɥ
by reviewing safeguarding data from our incident recording system 
ćźīɥƭĲȟĲĤǁŗźŋɥƆźɥůĲƵƵƆźƵɥůĲćƭźǁɥŊƭƆŸɥƵćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥŗźĤŗīĲźǁƵɥǁŒćǁɥŒćǡĲɥ
ģĲĲźɥƭĲƪƆƭǁĲīɩɥ¼ŒĲɥtćǁŗƆźćůɥ¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ�ƆćƭīɥƭĲƪƆƭǁƵɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ¯ǁƭćǁĲŋǨɥ
ćźīɥ¤ĲƭŊƆƭŸćźĤĲɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɩɥ�ɥźƆŸŗźćǁĲīɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲɥćźīɥćɥŸĲŸģĲƭɥƆŊɥ
ǁŒĲɥ/ǧĲĤǉǁŗǡĲɥhĲćīĲƭƵŒŗƪɥ¼ĲćŸɥćƭĲɥƵǁćźīŗźŋɥŸĲŸģĲƭƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥtćǁŗƆźćůɥ
Safeguarding Board.

Each service delivery directorate has an appointed Designated Safeguarding 
Lead. These roles support colleagues to ensure quality safeguarding 
interventions and outcomes are provided through local teams. Designated 
Safeguarding Leads are supported via a network of locally based Designated 
¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ�ȚĤĲƭƵɩɥ

�ůůɥƵǁćșɥǉźīĲƭǁćŬĲɥćźɥSźǁƭƆīǉĤǁŗƆźɥǁƆɥ¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥƆźůŗźĲɥĤƆǉƭƵĲɥćźīɥ
depending on an individual’s role further training on Safeguarding Children 
ćźīɥâƆǉźŋɥ¤ĲƆƪůĲɪɥćźīɶƆƭɥ¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ�īǉůǁƵɥćǁɥ§ŗƵŬɥŗƵɥǉźīĲƭǁćŬĲźɩ

�ɥĤĲźǁƭćůŗƵĲīɥŸćźćŋĲŸĲźǁɥƵǨƵǁĲŸɥŗƵɥŗźɥƪůćĤĲɥǁƆɥƭĲĤƆƭīɥćůůɥtćĤƭƆɥƭĲůćǁĲīɥ
safeguarding incidents. The system is used to track and follow up actions 
ƭĲƬǉŗƭĲīɥćŊǁĲƭɥćźɥŗźĤŗīĲźǁɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥƭĲƪƆƭǁĲīɩɥ¼ŒĲɥtćǁŗƆźćůɥ¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ
Board maintains oversight of data held on the incident management system. 
¼ŒĲɥtćǁŗƆźćůɥ¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ�ƆćƭīɥŗƵɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģůĲɥŊƆƭɥćƪƪůǨŗźŋɥůĲćƭźŗźŋɥ
from incidents that have occurred to continually improve the Charity’s 
safeguarding training, procedures and practice.

During 2022/23 we streamlined and republished our Safeguarding Policy 
Framework and reviewed our key safeguarding procedures to ensure the 
relevant requirements set out in the ‘Keeping Children Safe In Education’  
2022 were taken in to account.
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What our people say
ʗɥtćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥćɥŊćźǁćƵǁŗĤɥƪůćĤĲɥȞůůĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥƵƆɥŸćźǨɥǢćƭŸɥ
and passionate people. My role is about as challenging 
and stimulating as jobs get. It is a very humbling and 
ƭĲǢćƭīŗźŋɥĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲɩʘɥ

“ I started working for Nacro 15 years ago as a support 
ǢƆƭŬĲƭɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥƪƭƆũĲĤǁɥŒĲůƪŗźŋɥŸĲźɥǢŗǁŒɥĤƆŸƪůĲǧɥƆƭɥŒŗŋŒɥ
źĲĲīƵɩɥrćźǨɥŒćīɥģĲĲźɥŒƆŸĲůĲƵƵɪɥŒćǡĲɥćźɥƆșĲźīŗźŋɥ
history, an addiction or mental health problems. We help 
vulnerable people as they rebuild their lives. Across all my 
years, the one thing that has remained the same is how 
rewarding this job is. It can be hard, but when you see 
how far someone’s come and is ready to move on and live 
independently, there’s nothing better.”

“ My journey with Nacro began as an apprentice at our 
�ƆƵǁƆźɥ/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɥĤĲźǁƭĲɩɥtćĤƭƆɥŒćƵɥćůůƆǢĲīɥŸĲɥǁƆɥŋƭƆǢɪɥ
I have witnessed the development of our education 
provision and worked my way up to Assistant Principal  
ƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥ/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɩʘ

“I didn’t see a future for myself or a life at all. All the 
support and the help I have from the team is incredible. 
They gave me an opportunity to really turn my life around. 
I’ve secured a tenancy for myself. My own tenancy. I went 
ǁƆɥƭĲŒćģɥŊƆƭɥƵŗǧɥŸƆźǁŒƵɩɥtƆǢɪɥSɥǡƆůǉźǁĲĲƭɥŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆɩɥSǁʚƵɥ
changed my life around.”

“My support worker helped me settle into the local area.  
We walked around and found where the shops were, and 
ǁŒĲɥŋƭƆǉƪƵɥǢŒŗĤŒɥǢĲƭĲɥƭǉźźŗźŋɥǁŒćǁɥSɥĤƆǉůīɥŋƆɥǁƆɩɥ¯ŒĲɥ
ĲǡĲźɥĤćŸĲɥǢŗǁŒɥŸĲɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥȞƭƵǁɥŊĲǢɥƵƆɥSɥīŗīźʚǁɥŒćǡĲɥǁƆɥ 
walk in on my own.”
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Housing performance
We take our responsibilities as a landlord seriously. Below we set out our 
performance across a range of measures including property health and 
safety compliance, repairs as well as feedback on tenant satisfaction.

We are required to comply with regulations and monitor our performance 
against these. We also set our own performance measures and commit to 
sharing these openly with you.

In addition, in 2022/23 we have:

ɥ §ĲǡŗĲǢĲīɥȞƭĲɥćźīɥŋćƵɥƵćŊĲǁǨɥƪƆůŗĤŗĲƵɪɥĲźƵǉƭŗźŋɥŸƆƭĲɥƭƆģǉƵǁɥƪƭƆĤĲƵƵĲƵɥćƭĲɥ
ŗźɥƪůćĤĲɦ

 Increased resources in our compliance team to maintain a good level of 
performance and to support the development of improved centralised 
monitoring systems for compliance

ɥ SźĤƭĲćƵĲīɥƪŒǨƵŗĤćůɥƪƆƵǁɥŗźƵƪĲĤǁŗƆźƵɥƆŊɥĤƆŸƪůŗćźĤĲɥĤŒĲĤŬƵɥćźīɥƭĲŸĲīŗćůɥǢƆƭŬƵɥɦ

ɥ %ĲǡĲůƆƪĲīɥźĲǢɥģĲƵƪƆŬĲɥȞƭĲɥƵćŊĲǁǨɥĤŒĲĤŬɥǁƭćŗźŗźŋɥŊƆƭɥćůůɥŊƭƆźǁůŗźĲɥƵǁćș

Target 31.03.23

GćƵɥƵćŊĲǁǨ 100% properties with a valid gas 
ƵćŊĲǁǨɥĤĲƭǁŗȞĤćǁĲ

98.1%

/ůĲĤǁƭŗĤćůɥ
¯ĲƭǡŗĤĲƵ

100% ƪƭƆƪĲƭǁŗĲƵɥǢŗǁŒɥćɥȞǧĲīɥǢŗƭĲɥ
ĲůĲĤǁƭŗĤćůɥƵćŊĲǁǨɥĤĲƭǁŗȞĤćǁĲɥʉ/S�§ʊɥ
ǢŗǁŒŗźɥǁŒĲɥƪćƵǁɥȫɥǨĲćƭƵ

98.2%

ÜćǁĲƭɥ¯ĲƭǡŗĤĲƵ 100% properties with water tank 
facilities have a current and valid 
Legionella risk assessment

100%

Fire Risk 
Assessment

100%ɥƪƭƆƪĲƭǁŗĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥćɥȞƭĲɥ
safety risk assessment carried out 
in the last 12 months for our larger 
shared properties - 3 beds and 
ćģƆǡĲɥćźīɥģůƆĤŬƵɥƆŊɥȟćǁƵɩɥʉ¼ŒŗƵɥŗƵɥ
beyond the legal minimum which 
does not specify a frequency)

100%

Asbestos 100% properties have an 
asbestos survey

100%
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Repairs*
�ǡĲƭćůůɪɥǢĲɥĤƆŸƪůĲǁĲīɥȯȪɩȫ˧ɥƆŊɥȬɪȧȪȦɥƭĲƪćŗƭƵɥǢŗǁŒŗźɥǁŒĲɥǁćƭŋĲǁɥǁŗŸĲɩ

Target April 2022 – 
March 2023

Emergency Repairs 95% within 24 hours 97.4%

Urgent Repairs 90% within 7 days 93%

Routine Repairs 90%ɥǢŗǁŒŗźɥȨȮɥīćǨƵ 96.1%

ɴ¼ŒŗƵɥƭĲƪćŗƭƵɥƪĲƭŊƆƭŸćźĤĲɥīćǁćɥīƆĲƵɥźƆǁɥĤǉƭƭĲźǁůǨɥŗźĤůǉīĲɥ��¯ɾȨɩ

Maintenance Budget 
ȨȦȨȨɶȨȩɥĲǧƪĲźīŗǁǉƭĲɥƆźɥƭƆǉǁŗźĲɥŸćŗźǁĲźćźĤĲɥǢćƵɥˉȧɩȦŸɩɥ¼ŒĲɥģǉīŋĲǁɥƵĲǁɥŊƆƭɥ
ǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɥǢćƵɥˉȫȦȯŬɩɥɥ

¼ŒƭƆǉŋŒƆǉǁɥȨȦȨȨɶȨȩɪɥtćĤƭƆɥŊćĤĲīɥǉźƪƭĲĤĲīĲźǁĲīɥĤƆƵǁɥŗźȟćǁŗƆźɥćșĲĤǁŗźŋɥ
ćůůɥćƭĲćƵɥƆŊɥƭĲƪćŗƭƵɥƵƪĲźīɩɥ/ǧǁĲźƵŗǡĲɥĤƆƵǁɥĤƆźǁƭƆůɥŸĲćƵǉƭĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥģĲĲźɥ
deployed to ensure we receive best value from contractors whilst maintaining 
standards.
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Tenant satisfaction
�ǉƭɥůćƵǁɥćůůɥǁĲźćźǁɥƵǉƭǡĲǨɥǢćƵɥĤćƭƭŗĲīɥƆǉǁɥģĲǁǢĲĲźɥtƆǡĲŸģĲƭɥȨȦȨȧɾdćźǉćƭǨɥ
ȨȦȨȨɩɥ�ĲůƆǢɥŗƵɥćɥƵǉŸŸćƭǨɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŸćŗźɥȞźīŗźŋƵɫ

ɥ rƆƭĲɥǁŒćźɥȮɥŗźɥȧȦɥʉȮȪ˧ʊɥǁĲźćźǁƵɥǢĲƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥŊƭƆŸɥtćĤƭƆɥ

ɥ �ůŸƆƵǁɥǁŒƭĲĲɥƬǉćƭǁĲƭƵɥʉȭȩ˧ʊɥƆŊɥǁĲźćźǁƵɥǢĲƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥƬǉćůŗǁǨɥƆŊɥ
their home 

ɥ rƆƭĲɥǁŒćźɥȭɥŗźɥȧȦɥʉȭȨ˧ʊɥǁĲźćźǁƵɥǢĲƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲŗƭɥźĲŗŋŒģƆǉƭŒƆƆīɥćƵɥ
a place to live

ɥ ȬɥŗźɥȧȦɥʉȬȦ˧ʊɥǁĲźćźǁƵɥǢĲƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥǡćůǉĲɥŊƆƭɥŸƆźĲǨɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƭĲźǁ

ɥ rƆƭĲɥǁŒćźɥȮɥŗźɥȧȦɥʉȮȨ˧ʊɥǁĲźćźǁƵɥǢĲƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆɥćƭĲɥĲćƵǨɥǁƆɥīĲćůɥ
with

ɥ �ůŸƆƵǁɥǁŒƭĲĲɥƬǉćƭǁĲƭƵɥʉȭȪ˧ʊɥƆŊɥǁĲźćźǁƵɥǢĲƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥƭĲƪćŗƭƵɥ
ƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲīɥģǨɥtćĤƭƆ

ɥ �ǡĲƭɥǁŒƭĲĲɥƬǉćƭǁĲƭƵɥʉȭȬ˧ʊɥƆŊɥǁĲźćźǁƵɥǢĲƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆɥůŗƵǁĲźƵɥǁƆɥ
their views and acts on them

ɥ �ůŸƆƵǁɥȬɥŗźɥȧȦɥʉȫȯ˧ʊɥǁĲźćźǁƵɥǢŒƆɥƵǉģŸŗǁǁĲīɥćɥĤƆŸƪůćŗźǁɥćģƆǉǁɥ�źǁŗƵƆĤŗćůɥ
ģĲŒćǡŗƆǉƭɥǢĲƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥŒćźīůŗźŋɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥĤƆŸƪůćŗźǁ

FĲĲīģćĤŬɥŗƵɥǡŗǁćůůǨɥŗŸƪƆƭǁćźǁɥǁƆɥŗźŊƆƭŸŗźŋɥƆǉƭɥćƭĲćƵɥƆŊɥŊƆĤǉƵɩɥ¼ŒŗƵɥŗƵɥƭĲȟĲĤǁĲīɥ
in increased maintenance spend and high completion of works last year. 

“It was tough. I’m really thankful that Nacro picked me up. 
It’s a very supportive living accommodation, which I think 
is really good thing. Being able to see a friendly face every 
day, to have a little chat it was a big thing. That’s what I 
mean by the amazing support.”
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Complaints
We know how important it is to listen to feedback and are committed to 
ƭĲƵƪƆźīŗźŋɥƪƭƆŸƪǁůǨɥćźīɥĲȚĤŗĲźǁůǨɥǢŒĲƭĲɥǢĲɥƭĲĤĲŗǡĲɥĤƆŸƪůćŗźǁƵɩɥ¼ŒĲɥǁćģůĲɥ
below gives a breakdown of the complaints reported by tenants between 
�ƪƭŗůɥȨȦȨȨɾrćƭĤŒɥȨȦȨȩɩɥ

Tenant complaints 76

¤ƭƆƪĲƭǁǨɥ�ƆźīŗǁŗƆźɥʀɥŗźĤůǉīĲƵɫ
Repairs
Failure to respond

24

rĲŸģĲƭɥƆŊɥ¯ǁćșɥɾɥ¯ĲƭǡŗĤĲɥƭĲĤĲŗǡĲīɥ 20

¯ĲƭǡŗĤĲɥ§ĲĤĲŗǡĲīɥʀɥŗźĤůǉīĲƵɫ
Tenure management
Rent Management
Support received 

14

§ĲƪƆƭǁƵɥƆŊɥ�źǁŗƵƆĤŗćůɥ�ĲŒćǡŗƆǉƭ 18

We routinely review complaint responses and timeframes and are working 
ǁƆɥŗŸƪƭƆǡĲɥǁŒĲɥƪćĤĲɥƆŊɥƵǉĤĤĲƵƵŊǉůɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵĲƵɩɦ�ŊɥǁŒĲɥȭȬɥĤƆŸƪůćŗźǁƵɥƭĲĤĲŗǡĲīɥ
ȭȪ˧ɥǢĲƭĲɥćĤŬźƆǢůĲīŋĲīɥǢŗǁŒŗźɥȫɥǢƆƭŬŗźŋɥīćǨƵɪɥȯȫ˧ɥǢĲƭĲɥćģůĲɥǁƆɥģĲɥƭĲƵƆůǡĲīɥ
at stage 1 of our complaints response and 0 were referred to the Housing 
Ombudsman.

Overall, complaints were dealt with adequately with complainants either 
ƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥǢćǨɥǁŒĲŗƭɥĤƆŸƪůćŗźǁɥŒćīɥģĲĲźɥīĲćůǁɥǢŗǁŒɥƆƭɥĤƆŸƪůćŗźǁƵɥźƆǁɥ
ĲƵĤćůćǁĲīɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥźĲǧǁɥƵǁćŋĲɩɥNƆǢĲǡĲƭɪɥǁŒĲƭĲɥǢĲƭĲɥćƭĲćƵɥćźīɥƆƪƪƆƭǁǉźŗǁŗĲƵɥŊƆƭɥ
services to learn and ensure continuous improvements are put in place. We 
identify areas of improvement from the complaint information and set out 
ćĤǁŗƆźƵɥćƵɥćɥƭĲƵǉůǁɩɥFƆƭɥĲǧćŸƪůĲɪɥǢĲɥćƭĲɥĤǉƭƭĲźǁůǨɥƭĲǡŗĲǢŗźŋɥƆǉƭɥ�źǁŗƵƆĤŗćůɥ
ģĲŒćǡŗƆǉƭɥƪƆůŗĤǨɥćźīɥǢŗůůɥģĲɥƭƆůůŗźŋɥƆǉǁɥǁŒĲɥǉƪīćǁĲīɥƪƆůŗĤǨɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥȞƭƵǁɥƬǉćƭǁĲƭɥ
of 2023/24.

We will continue to work with teams to improve compliance and ensure that 
areas are recording, acknowledging, and responding to complaints in line 
with policy and procedure. 

In addition, we completed the required self assessment against the Housing 
Ombudsman’s Code of Practice, which was audited by our internal auditors 
BDO with a positive outcome. This is published and available on our website.
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/źŋćŋĲŸĲźǁɥǢŗǁŒɥǁĲźćźǁƵ
We have recently launched a new website with a dedicated section for 
tenants and service users. In this section we publish information on our 
ƪĲƭŊƆƭŸćźĤĲɥŗźĤůǉīŗźŋɥĤƆŸƪůćŗźǁƵɥćźīɥƆǉƭɥ¯ĲůŊɥ�ƵƵĲƵƵŸĲźǁɥćŋćŗźƵǁɥǁŒĲɥ
Housing Ombudsman’s code of practice. We continue to consult with tenants 
on how we can improve our delivery and we are consulting on how they would 
like to receive information from us. This includes what they would like to see 
in the tenant section of our new website.
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GƆƆīɥGƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɥ
tćĤƭƆʚƵɥ�ƆćƭīɥƆŊɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥŗƵɥǁŒĲɥŋƆǡĲƭźŗźŋɥģƆćƭīɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɩɥ¼ŒĲɥ�Ɔćƭīɥ
ŗƵɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģůĲɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥƵǁƭćǁĲŋŗĤɥůĲćīĲƭƵŒŗƪɥćźīɥŋƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥ
ƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɥǢŒŗůĲɥīćǨɾǁƆɾīćǨɥŸćźćŋĲŸĲźǁɥŗƵɥīĲůĲŋćǁĲīɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ/ǧĲĤǉǁŗǡĲɥ
Leadership Team (ELT).

tćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥćɥƭĲŋŗƵǁĲƭĲīɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥćźīɥƵŗźĤĲɥ�ƪƭŗůɥȨȦȨȨɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥŒćƵɥǢƆƭŬĲīɥ
ǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥ�ƆīĲɥƆŊɥGƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɥŗźɥƪůćĤĲɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥtNFɥȨȦȨȦɥ�ƆīĲɥƆŊɥ
Governance. During the year the Board has assessed its compliance against 
ǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥ�ƆīĲɥƆŊɥGƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɩɥ¼ŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥŒćƵɥŗīĲźǁŗȞĲīɥćɥŋƭĲćǁĲƭɥůĲǡĲůɥ
of reporting and subsequent discussion of equality, diversity and inclusion 
metrics could be introduced. Plans to deliver this are now being considered 
by the People Committee. The Board has used the code’s principles and 
recommended practice to assist in the setting of the strategic direction and 
culture of the organisation in order for the Charity to deliver on its charitable 
objectives. Plans are in place to collect and publish tenant satisfaction 
ŸĲćƵǉƭĲƵɥīǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥȨȦȨȩɶȨȪɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɩɥɥ

Risk management continues to be a priority, with Board members routinely 
considering and discussing the Corporate Risk Register at Board meetings 
ćƵɥǢĲůůɥćƵɥŗǁƵɥǁŒƭĲĲɥƪƭŗŸćƭǨɥƭĲƪƆƭǁŗźŋɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲƵɪɥǁŒĲɥFŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ
Committee, Strategy and Performance Committee and the People Committee. 
tćĤƭƆʚƵɥĤƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥƵǁƭǉĤǁǉƭĲɪɥīĲƵŗŋźĲīɥǁƆɥĲźćģůĲɥŸƆƭĲɥīĲǁćŗůĲīɥƵĤƭǉǁŗźǨɥŗźɥ
ƵƪĲĤŗȞĤɥćƭĲćƵɪɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲƵɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥǢŗǁŒɥćƵƵǉƭćźĤĲɥǁŒćǁɥĤŒćƭŗǁćģůĲɥƆģũĲĤǁŗǡĲƵɥ
are being met. BDO LLP, our internal auditors, have increased the Finance and 
�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲʚƵɥŊƆĤǉƵɥƆźɥƵǁƭćǁĲŋŗĤɥƭŗƵŬɥŗƵƵǉĲƵɥćźīɥŒŗŋŒůŗŋŒǁĲīɥŬĲǨɥćƭĲćƵɥ
where assurance improvements can be made. Trustee Liability Insurance for 
individual Trustees and the Board of Trustees collectively is in place.

§ĲȟĲĤǁŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥƵŗǲĲɥćźīɥĤƆŸƪůĲǧŗǁǨɥƆŊɥƆǉƭɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɪɥŗǁɥŗƵɥćƪƪƭƆƪƭŗćǁĲɥ
ŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥćĤǁŗǡŗǁŗĲƵɥǁƆɥģĲɥƵǉģũĲĤǁɥǁƆɥŗźīĲƪĲźīĲźǁɥƭĲǡŗĲǢɥćźīɥĤŒćůůĲźŋĲɪɥ
ƵƪĲĤŗȞĤćůůǨɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥǁŒĲɥǢƆƭŬɥƆŊɥćźɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥćǉīŗǁɥŊǉźĤǁŗƆźɩɥ�%�ɥhh¤ɥŒćƵɥ
ƪƭƆǡŗīĲīɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥćǉīŗǁɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɥǁƆɥtćĤƭƆɥŗźɥćĤĤƆƭīćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒɥćźɥćźźǉćůůǨɥ
ćŋƭĲĲīɥSźǁĲƭźćůɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ŒćƭǁĲƭɥćźīɥSźǁĲƭźćůɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ¤ůćźɩɥ¼ŒĲɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥĤƆźǁƭƆůɥ
framework and risk management processes are subject to regular review 
ģǨɥSźǁĲƭźćůɥ�ǉīŗǁɥǢŒŗĤŒɥŗƵɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģůĲɥŊƆƭɥƪƭƆǡŗīŗźŋɥŗźīĲƪĲźīĲźǁɥćƵƵǉƭćźĤĲɥ
ǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥǡŗćɥǁŒĲɥFŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɩɥ¼ŒĲɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥƭĲǡŗĲǢƵɥ
ǁŒĲɥSźǁĲƭźćůɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ¤ůćźɥćǁɥůĲćƵǁɥćźźǉćůůǨɥćźīɥĤƆźƵŗīĲƭƵɥǢŒĲǁŒĲƭɥŗǁɥŗƵɥćůŗŋźĲīɥ
ǁƆɥǁŒĲɥŬĲǨɥƭŗƵŬƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɪɥƪƭƆǡŗīŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥǢŗǁŒɥƵǉȚĤŗĲźǁɥ
assurance for it to discharge its responsibilities. The Committee is responsible 
ŊƆƭɥĲźƵǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥƵĤƆƪĲɥƆŊɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥćǉīŗǁɥǢƆƭŬɥŗƵɥćƪƪƭƆƪƭŗćǁĲɥćźīɥǁŒćǁɥȞźīŗźŋƵɥ
are considered and actioned appropriately. The Committee receives regular 
updates from internal audit throughout the year on the status of work and 
ǁŒĲɥȞźīŗźŋƵɥćƭŗƵŗźŋɩ
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There are also a number of other regular meetings that Trustees either chair 
ƆƭɥćǁǁĲźīɪɥŗźĤůǉīŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥ/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɥ¯ĤƭǉǁŗźǨɥGƭƆǉƪɪɥtćǁŗƆźćůɥ¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ
Board, and the Policy and Campaigns Committee. 

¼ŒĲƵĲɥćƭĲćƵɥƆŊɥĲźŋćŋĲŸĲźǁɥŗŸƪƭƆǡĲɥǁŒĲɥŋƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɥŊƆƭɥƵƪĲĤŗȞĤɥćƭĲćƵɥćźīɥ
ŗźĤƭĲćƵĲɥƵĤƭǉǁŗźǨɥćźīɥƆǡĲƭƵŗŋŒǁɥƆŊɥīŗșĲƭĲźǁɥƵĲĤǁƆƭƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥģǉƵŗźĲƵƵɩɥ¼ŒĲƵĲɥ
¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥŗźɥǁǉƭźɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɥŗźǁƆɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥ�ƆćƭīɥƆŊɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥćźīɥƵǉģɾ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲƵɪɥ
further strengthening our governance.

SźɥȨȦȨȨɶȨȩɥtćĤƭƆɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲīɥǁƆɥƪƭŗƆƭŗǁŗƵĲɥƆǉƭɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭɥŗźǡƆůǡĲŸĲźǁɥǢƆƭŬɩɥ
During 2022/23 we invested more resources to support this through a larger 
team. The team is focused on delivering the key priorities of our service 
ǉƵĲƭɥŗźǡƆůǡĲŸĲźǁɥƵǁƭćǁĲŋǨɩɥtćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥĤƆŸŸŗǁǁĲīɥǁƆɥƪƭƆŸƆǁŗźŋɥĲƬǉćůŗǁǨɥƆŊɥ
opportunities for everyone throughout the Charity from recruitment and 
selection, training and development, appraisal, promotion to retirement. 
tćĤƭƆʚƵɥ%ŗƵćģŗůŗǁǨɥ§ŗƵŬɥ�ƵƵĲƵƵŸĲźǁɥćźīɥ§ĲćƵƆźćģůĲɥ�īũǉƵǁŸĲźǁƵɥ¤ƆůŗĤǨɥƵĲǁƵɥ
out how the Charity meets it’s commitments to disabled people as part of 
their recruitment, employment, retention, training and career development 
journey with us.

�ɥŊǉůůɥůŗƵǁɥƆŊɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲɥćƪƪƆŗźǁŸĲźǁƵɪɥƭĲƵŗŋźćǁŗƆźƵɥćźīɥćǁǁĲźīćźĤĲɥĤćźɥģĲɥŊƆǉźīɥ
on page 11.

tćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥƆƪƪƆƵĲīɥǁƆɥćůůɥŊƆƭŸƵɥƆŊɥŸƆīĲƭźɥƵůćǡĲƭǨɥćźīɥŗƵɥĤƆŸŸŗǁǁĲīɥǁƆɥćĤǁŗźŋɥ
ethically and with integrity in all its business relationships. We take steps to 
ensure that adequate processes and controls are in place to ensure slavery 
ćźīɥŒǉŸćźɥǁƭćȚĤŬŗźŋɥŗƵɥźƆǁɥǁćŬŗźŋɥƪůćĤĲɥćźǨǢŒĲƭĲɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥƵǉƪƪůǨɥĤŒćŗźƵɩɥ
tćĤƭƆʚƵɥŸƆīĲƭźɥƵůćǡĲƭǨɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɥŗƵɥƪǉģůŗƵŒĲīɥƆźɥƆǉƭɥǢĲģƵŗǁĲɥćźīɥćźźǉćůůǨɥ
reviewed by the People Committee.

¼ŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥŒćƵɥźƆǁɥĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲīɥćźɥćīǡĲƭƵĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥćƵɥćɥīŗƭĲĤǁɥ
ƭĲƵǉůǁɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆƭƆźćǡŗƭǉƵɥƪćźīĲŸŗĤɩɥ¼ŒĲɥůƆźŋɥǁĲƭŸɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥ
ƪćźīĲŸŗĤɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨʚƵɥȞźćźĤĲƵɥŗƵɥĤǉƭƭĲźǁůǨɥǉźŬźƆǢźɥćƵɥŗǁɥŗƵɥǡĲƭǨɥīŗȚĤǉůǁɥ
ǁƆɥƪƭĲīŗĤǁɥŒƆǢɥŊǉźīŗźŋɥŊƆƭɥƵǁćǁǉǁƆƭǨɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɥǢŗůůɥģĲɥćșĲĤǁĲīɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥůƆźŋĲƭɥ
ƭǉźɩɥSźȟćǁŗƆźćƭǨɥƪƭĲƵƵǉƭĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲīɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁůǨɥćźīɥǁŒĲƵĲɥƪƭĲƵƵǉƭĲƵɥ
are not matched by automatic increases to our contracted income funding 
ƵǁƭĲćŸƵɩɥ�ĤƭƆƵƵɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥƵǁćșɥǁǉƭźƆǡĲƭɥŒćƵɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲīɥǁƆɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲɥīǉƭŗźŋɥ
ǁŒĲɥȨȦȨȨɶȨȩɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɥćźīɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥŊƆǉźīɥŗǁɥŗźĤƭĲćƵŗźŋůǨɥīŗȚĤǉůǁɥǁƆɥȞůůɥ
vacancies. In the immediate future, and where possible, the Charity will 
ĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥǁƆɥĲŸģĲīɥȟĲǧŗģŗůŗǁǨɥǢŗǁŒŗźɥŗǁƵɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗźŋɥŸƆīĲůƵɪɥǁƆɥĲźćģůĲɥǁŒĲɥ
services to be adapted to meet local and commissioner needs. 

�ƵɥƪćƭǁɥƆŊɥŸćźćŋĲŸĲźǁɥƆŊɥƭŗƵŬɪɥĤƆźƵŗīĲƭćǁŗƆźɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥŋŗǡĲźɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥ
of the UK leaving the European Union. This includes any potential impact on 
ƆƪĲƭćǁŗƆźƵɥćźīɥƵǉƪƪůǨɪɥƵǁćȚźŋɥćźīɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƪůćźźŗźŋɩɥ�ǉƭɥƵǉƪƪůǨɥĤŒćŗźɥŗƵɥ
īŗǡĲƭƵĲɥćźīɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲźʚǁɥĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲīɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗƆźćůɥŗƵƵǉĲƵɥćƵɥćɥƭĲƵǉůǁɥ
of supply chain disruption. EU nationals make up a relatively low proportion 
of our workforce and we therefore do not anticipate risk in this area. Overall, 
ǁŒĲɥĤŒćƭŗǁǨɥŒćƵɥćɥƭĲůćǁŗǡĲůǨɥůƆǢɥĲǧƪƆƵǉƭĲɥǁƆɥīŗƭĲĤǁɥ�ƭĲǧŗǁɥƭŗƵŬɩ
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tćĤƭƆɥũƆŗźƵɥǢŗǁŒɥƆǁŒĲƭƵɥŗźɥŗǁƵɥĤƆźīĲŸźćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŗźǡćƵŗƆźɥƆŊɥÃŬƭćŗźĲɩɥtćĤƭƆɥ
does not have any known links to Russia or Belarus and does not have any 
direct suppliers with known links to Russia or Belarus.

¯ĲĤǁŗƆźɥȧȭȨɥ¯ǁćǁĲŸĲźǁ
tćĤƭƆɥĲǧŗƵǁƵɥǁƆɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲɥƪǉģůŗĤɥģĲźĲȞǁɥīŗƭĲĤǁůǨɥćźīɥŗźīŗƭĲĤǁůǨɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ
ƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźʚƵɥģĲźĲȞĤŗćƭŗĲƵɩɥ¼ŒĲɥƪƭŗŸĲɥćŗŸƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɥćƭĲɥĤćƪǁǉƭĲīɥ
in our vision, mission and values statements.

When setting strategy and making decisions Trustees (Directors) will carefully 
ĤƆźƵŗīĲƭɥǁŒĲɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥǁŒĲƵĲɥīĲĤŗƵŗƆźƵɥŒćǡĲɥƆźɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥģĲźĲȞĤŗćƭŗĲƵɥćźīɥ
employees.

/ŸƪůƆǨĲĲɥĲźŋćŋĲŸĲźǁɥŗƵɥĲźĤƆǉƭćŋĲīɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥƆǉƭɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥĤƆźƵǉůǁćǁŗǡĲɥ
ƪƭƆĤĲƵƵĲƵɥĲƵǁćģůŗƵŒĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥÃźŗǁĲɥǁŒĲɥÃźŗƆźɩɥ�ɥŒŗŋŒɥƪƭƆƪƆƭǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥ
income is generated through contracted services. The acquisition and 
ƭĲźĲǢćůɥƆŊɥǁŒĲƵĲɥĤƆźǁƭćĤǁƵɥŗƵɥƭĲůŗćźǁɥƆźɥƆǉƭɥŸćŗźǁćŗźŗźŋɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥĤǉƵǁƆŸĲƭɥ
relationships, as well as continuous innovation in our service design. We 
ĲźīĲćǡƆǉƭɥǁƆɥģƭŗźŋɥŸćǧŗŸǉŸɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥćźīɥģĲźĲȞǁɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥƪĲƆƪůĲɥǢĲɥǢƆƭŬɥǢŗǁŒɩ

�ůůɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥǢƆƭŬɥŗƵɥĤƆŸŸǉźŗǁǨɥŊćĤŗźŋɥćźīɥǢĲɥǢƆƭŬɥŒćƭīɥǁƆɥĲźƵǉƭĲɥǁŒĲɥ
impact of our activities have a positive impact on the communities we reach 
out to. Data on the environmental impact of our activities is captured on 
page 39 of this report.

¼ŒĲɥćĤǁŗǡŗǁŗĲƵɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥćƭĲɥƭĲŋǉůćǁĲīɥǡŗćɥǁŒĲɥ§ĲŋǉůćǁƆƭɥƆŊɥ¯ƆĤŗćůɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɪɥ�ŊƵǁĲīɪɥ
and indirectly via the Care Quality Commission. These regulatory bodies 
require the organisation to establish robust governance frameworks that can 
ģĲɥƵǉģũĲĤǁɥǁƆɥĲǧǁĲƭźćůɥćƵƵĲƵƵŸĲźǁɥćźīɥƪǉģůŗĤůǨɥƭćǁĲīɥƪĲƭŊƆƭŸćźĤĲɥůĲǡĲůƵɩ

tćĤƭƆɥŒćƵɥćɥǢŗīĲɥƭćźŋĲɥƆŊɥƵǉƪƪůŗĲƭƵɪɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥĲƵǁćģůŗƵŒĲīɥĤƆźǁƭćĤǁƵɥćźīɥĤůĲćƭɥ
contract management arrangements in place with our largest suppliers and 
all of our sub contractors to help ensure our main suppliers have appropriate 
governance and legal compliance measures in place.

tćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥćǢćƭĲɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥƆŊɥĤůŗŸćǁĲɥĤŒćźŋĲɥćźīɥŋůƆģćůɥǢćƭŸŗźŋɥćźīɥǢĲɥ
are committed to playing our part. We have an environmental strategy and are 
ƵǁćƭǁŗźŋɥćɥźǉŸģĲƭɥƆŊɥǢƆƭŬɥƵǁƭĲćŸƵɥƆǡĲƭɥǁŒĲɥźĲǧǁɥŊĲǢɥǨĲćƭƵɥǁƆɥǉƵĲɥǁĲĤŒźƆůƆŋǨɪɥ
design and innovation to make our business practices more sustainable, 
engaging with our stakeholders and commissioners of services.
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Trustees’ responsibilities
¼ŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥʉǢŒƆɥćƭĲɥćůƵƆɥǁŒĲɥ%ŗƭĲĤǁƆƭƵɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥƪǉƭƪƆƵĲƵɥƆŊɥ
ĤƆŸƪćźǨɥůćǢʊɥćƭĲɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģůĲɥŊƆƭɥƪƭĲƪćƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥ�źźǉćůɥ§ĲƪƆƭǁɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥ
ȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥŗźɥćĤĤƆƭīćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒɥćƪƪůŗĤćģůĲɥůćǢɥćźīɥÃźŗǁĲīɥfŗźŋīƆŸɥ
GĲźĲƭćůůǨɥ�ĤĤĲƪǁĲīɥ�ĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥ¤ƭćĤǁŗĤĲɥʉÃźŗǁĲīɥfŗźŋīƆŸɥ�ĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥ
Standards).

�ƆŸƪćźǨɥůćǢɥƭĲƬǉŗƭĲƵɥǁŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥǁƆɥƪƭĲƪćƭĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥŊƆƭɥ
ĲćĤŒɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɩɥÃźīĲƭɥĤƆŸƪćźǨɥůćǢɥǁŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥŸǉƵǁɥźƆǁɥćƪƪƭƆǡĲɥǁŒĲɥ
ȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥǉźůĲƵƵɥǁŒĲǨɥćƭĲɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǁŒćǁɥǁŒĲǨɥŋŗǡĲɥćɥǁƭǉĲɥćźīɥŊćŗƭɥ
ǡŗĲǢɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƵǁćǁĲɥƆŊɥćșćŗƭƵɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥćźīɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŗźĤƆŸŗźŋɥƭĲƵƆǉƭĤĲƵɥćźīɥ
ćƪƪůŗĤćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥƭĲƵƆǉƭĤĲƵɪɥŗźĤůǉīŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥŗźĤƆŸĲɥćźīɥĲǧƪĲźīŗǁǉƭĲɪɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥ
ŊƆƭɥǁŒćǁɥƪĲƭŗƆīɩɥSźɥƪƭĲƪćƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲƵĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɪɥǁŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥćƭĲɥ
required to:

 select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently; 
observe the methods and principles in the applicable SORP;

 make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;

 state whether applicable UK accounting standards have been followed, 
ƵǉģũĲĤǁɥǁƆɥćźǨɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥīĲƪćƭǁǉƭĲƵɥīŗƵĤůƆƵĲīɥćźīɥĲǧƪůćŗźĲīɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
statements; 

ɥ ćźīɥƪƭĲƪćƭĲɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥŋƆŗźŋɥĤƆźĤĲƭźɥģćƵŗƵɥǉźůĲƵƵɥŗǁɥ
is inappropriate to presume that the charitable company will continue in 
business.

The Trustees are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records that are 
ƵǉȚĤŗĲźǁɥǁƆɥƵŒƆǢɥćźīɥĲǧƪůćŗźɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥǁƭćźƵćĤǁŗƆźƵɪɥīŗƵĤůƆƵĲɥǢŗǁŒɥƭĲćƵƆźćģůĲɥ
ćĤĤǉƭćĤǨɥćǁɥćźǨɥǁŗŸĲɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƪƆƵŗǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥćźīɥĲźćģůĲɥǁŒĲŸɥǁƆɥ
ĲźƵǉƭĲɥǁŒćǁɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥĤƆŸƪůǨɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆŸƪćźŗĲƵɥ�ĤǁɥȨȦȦȬɪɥ
ǁŒĲɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɥ¯�§¤ɥȨȦȧȮɫɥ¯ǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɥƆŊɥ§ĲĤƆŸŸĲźīĲīɥ¤ƭćĤǁŗĤĲɥŊƆƭɥ§ĲŋŗƵǁĲƭĲīɥ
¯ƆĤŗćůɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɥ¤ƭƆǡŗīĲƭƵɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥ�ĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥ%ŗƭĲĤǁŗƆźɥŊƆƭɥ¤ƭŗǡćǁĲɥ§ĲŋŗƵǁĲƭĲīɥ
Providers of Social Housing 2022. They are also responsible for safeguarding 
ǁŒĲɥćƵƵĲǁƵɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥćźīɥĲźƵǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒćǁɥćĤĤƆǉźǁƵɥćƭĲɥƪƭĲƪćƭĲīɥŗźɥćɥƪƭƆƪĲƭɥŊƆƭŸɥ
ćźīɥƪƭĲƵĲźǁɥćɥǁƭǉĲɥćźīɥŊćŗƭɥǡŗĲǢɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƵǁćǁĲɥƆŊɥćșćŗƭƵɥŗźɥƭĲůćǁŗƆźɥǁƆɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥ
social housing activities and the disposition of funds and assets which are, or 
ŒćǡĲɥģĲĲźɪɥŗźɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥŒćźīƵɥŗźɥĤƆźźĲĤǁŗƆźɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒƆƵĲɥćĤǁŗǡŗǁŗĲƵɩ

GƆŗźŋɥĤƆźĤĲƭźɥʀɥ¼ŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥĤƆźƵŗīĲƭɥǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥǢĲůůɥƪƆƵŗǁŗƆźĲīɥǁƆɥ
ŸćźćŋĲɥŗǁƵɥģǉƵŗźĲƵƵɥƭŗƵŬƵɥƵǉĤĤĲƵƵŊǉůůǨɩɥ�ŊǁĲƭɥĤćƭĲŊǉůɥĤƆźƵŗīĲƭćǁŗƆźɥćźīɥ
ĲźƬǉŗƭǨɪɥǁŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥćɥƭĲćƵƆźćģůĲɥĲǧƪĲĤǁćǁŗƆźɥǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆɥŒćƵɥ
ćīĲƬǉćǁĲɥƭĲƵƆǉƭĤĲƵɥǁƆɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥŗźɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗƆźćůɥĲǧŗƵǁĲźĤĲɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥŊƆƭĲƵĲĲćģůĲɥ
ŊǉǁǉƭĲɩɥ�ĤĤƆƭīŗźŋůǨɪɥǁŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥǁƆɥćīƆƪǁɥǁŒĲɥŋƆŗźŋɥĤƆźĤĲƭźɥģćƵŗƵɥŗźɥ
ƪƭĲƪćƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲƵĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɩ

¼ŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥƆģǁćŗźƵɥćƵƵǉƭćźĤĲɥƆŊɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǡŗćģŗůŗǁǨɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥǁŒĲɥćźźǉćůɥ
ģǉīŋĲǁŗźŋɪɥƭĲɾŊƆƭĲĤćƵǁŗźŋɥćźīɥůƆźŋĲƭɾǁĲƭŸɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƪůćźźŗźŋɥĲǧĲƭĤŗƵĲƵɩɥ�Ƶɥ
part of this, Trustees assess and stress test the availability of funding and 
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ůŗƬǉŗīŗǁǨɩɥtćĤƭƆɥīƆĲƵɥźƆǁɥŒćǡĲɥůĲźīĲƭƵɥĤƆǡĲźćźǁƵɥǁƆɥĤƆŸƪůǨɥǢŗǁŒɩɥ¼ŒĲƵĲɥ
processes ensure the Board has a continual and rolling process of reviewing 
ćźīɥćƵƵĲƵƵŗźŋɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁƭĲźŋǁŒɥćźīɥǡŗćģŗůŗǁǨɩɥ¼ŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥŒćƵɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥ
itself that the charity complies with the Regulator of Social Housing’s 
GƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɥćźīɥFŗźćźĤŗćůɥÛŗćģŗůŗǁǨɥ¯ǁćźīćƭīɥīǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɥćźīɥǁƆɥ
the date of this report.

¤ǉģůŗĤɥģĲźĲȞǁɥɾɥ¼ŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥĤƆźȞƭŸɥǁŒćǁɥǁŒĲǨɥŒćǡĲɥĤƆŸƪůŗĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲŗƭɥīǉǁǨɥ
ǉźīĲƭɥƵĲĤǁŗƆźɥȧȭɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁŗĲƵɥ�ĤǁɥȨȦȧȧɥǁƆɥŒćǡĲɥīǉĲɥƭĲŋćƭīɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥ
�ƆŸŸŗƵƵŗƆźʚƵɥŋĲźĲƭćůɥŋǉŗīćźĤĲɥƆźɥƪǉģůŗĤɥģĲźĲȞǁɩ

Disclosure of information to the auditor - Each Trustee at the date of 
ćƪƪƭƆǡćůɥƆŊɥǁŒŗƵɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɥŒćƵɥĤƆźȞƭŸĲīɥǁŒćǁɥćƵɥŊćƭɥćƵɥǁŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥćƭĲɥćǢćƭĲɪɥ
ǁŒĲƭĲɥŗƵɥźƆɥƭĲůĲǡćźǁɥćǉīŗǁɥŗźŊƆƭŸćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥǢŒŗĤŒɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥćǉīŗǁƆƭɥŗƵɥǉźćǢćƭĲɩɥ
The Trustees have taken all necessary steps in order to make themselves 
ćǢćƭĲɥƆŊɥćźǨɥƭĲůĲǡćźǁɥćǉīŗǁɥŗźŊƆƭŸćǁŗƆźɥćźīɥǁƆɥĲƵǁćģůŗƵŒɥǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥćǉīŗǁƆƭɥ
is aware of that information.
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¯ǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɥƆŊɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥĤƆźǁƭƆů
¼ŒĲɥtćĤƭƆɥ�ƆćƭīɥƆŊɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥŒćƵɥƆǡĲƭćůůɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁǨɥŊƆƭɥĲƵǁćģůŗƵŒŗźŋɥćźīɥ
ŸćŗźǁćŗźŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥƵǨƵǁĲŸɥƆŊɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥĤƆźǁƭƆůɥćźīɥŊƆƭɥƭĲǡŗĲǢŗźŋɥŗǁƵɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲźĲƵƵɩɥ
In meeting its responsibilities, the Board has adopted a risk-based approach 
to internal control, which is embedded within the normal management and 
ŋƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɥƪƭƆĤĲƵƵĲƵɥćźīɥŗźĤůǉīĲƵɥƵǁćșɥćǁɥćůůɥůĲǡĲůƵɩɥ¼ŒŗƵɥćƪƪƭƆćĤŒɥŗźĤůǉīĲƵɥ
ǁŒĲɥƭĲŋǉůćƭɥĲǡćůǉćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥźćǁǉƭĲɥćźīɥĲǧǁĲźǁɥƆŊɥƭŗƵŬƵɥǁƆɥǢŒŗĤŒɥtćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥ
ĲǧƪƆƵĲīɩɥ¼ŒĲɥƪƭƆĤĲƵƵɥćīƆƪǁĲīɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥŗźɥƭĲǡŗĲǢŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲźĲƵƵɥƆŊɥ
the system of internal control comprises:

ȧɩɥSīĲźǁŗȞĤćǁŗƆźɥćźīɥĲǡćůǉćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥŬĲǨɥƭŗƵŬƵ
tćĤƭƆɥŒćƵɥćɥŊƆƭŸćůɥƭŗƵŬɥŸćźćŋĲŸĲźǁɥƪƭƆĤĲƵƵɥǁƆɥćƵƵĲƵƵɥģǉƵŗźĲƵƵɥƭŗƵŬƵɥ
and implement risk-based strategies. The risk register is aligned to the 
ĤƆƭƪƆƭćǁĲɥƪůćźɪɥćźīɥŗīĲźǁŗȞĲƵɥǁŒĲɥƭŗƵŬƵɥćƭƆǉźīɥćĤŒŗĲǡŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥƆģũĲĤǁŗǡĲƵɥƆŊɥ
ǁŒĲɥƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɩɥ¼ŒŗƵɥŗźǡƆůǡĲƵɥŗīĲźǁŗŊǨŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥǁǨƪĲƵɥƆŊɥƭŗƵŬƵɥǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆɥŊćĤĲƵɪɥ
prioritising them in terms of potential impact and likelihood of occurrence, 
and identifying mitigating actions. This process is coordinated through a 
ƭĲŋǉůćƭɥƭĲƪƆƭǁŗźŋɥŊƭćŸĲǢƆƭŬɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥ/ǧĲĤǉǁŗǡĲɥhĲćīĲƭƵŒŗƪɥ¼ĲćŸɥʉ/h¼ʊɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥ
FŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɩɥ¼ŒĲɥFŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥƭĲŋǉůćƭůǨɥ
ĤƆźƵŗīĲƭƵɥƭĲƪƆƭǁƵɥƆźɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥƭŗƵŬƵɥŊćĤŗźŋɥtćĤƭƆɪɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒŗĲŊɥ/ǧĲĤǉǁŗǡĲɥŗƵɥ
ƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģůĲɥŊƆƭɥƭĲƪƆƭǁŗźŋɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥćźǨɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥĤŒćźŋĲƵɥćșĲĤǁŗźŋɥŬĲǨɥ
ƭŗƵŬƵɩɥ¼ŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥĤƆźȞƭŸƵɥǁŒćǁɥǁŒĲƭĲɥŗƵɥćɥƪƭƆĤĲƵƵɥŊƆƭɥŗīĲźǁŗŊǨŗźŋɪɥĲǡćůǉćǁŗźŋɥ
ćźīɥŸćźćŋŗźŋɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥƭŗƵŬƵɥŊćĤĲīɥģǨɥtćĤƭƆɩɥ¼ŒŗƵɥƪƭƆĤĲƵƵɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥŗźɥ
place throughout the year and up to the signing of the annual report and is 
reviewed regularly by the Board.

2. Monitoring and corrective action
The regular review of internal controls via line management channels and by 
ǢćǨɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥćǉīŗǁɥƪůćźɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲƵɥćƵƵǉƭćźĤĲɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥFŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ
�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥǁŒćǁɥćźɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥĤƆźǁƭƆůɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁɥŗƵɥŸćŗźǁćŗźĲīɩɥ
Where corrective action is required, ELT provide progress reports to Finance 
ćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥǁƆɥĲźƵǉƭĲɥǁŒĲƭĲɥŗƵɥĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲɥƆǡĲƭƵŗŋŒǁɪɥƪćƭǁŗĤǉůćƭůǨɥŗŊɥǁŒĲɥ
ŗƵƵǉĲƵɥŗīĲźǁŗȞĲīɥŒćǡĲɥćɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɩ

3. Control environment and control procedures
¼ŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥƭĲǁćŗźƵɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁǨɥŊƆƭɥćɥīĲȞźĲīɥƭćźŋĲɥƆŊɥƭŗƵŬƵɥĤƆǡĲƭŗźŋɥ
ƵǁƭćǁĲŋŗĤɪɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗƆźćůɪɥȞźćźĤŗćůɪɥćźīɥĤƆŸƪůŗćźĤĲɥćƭĲćƵɩɥ¯ƪĲĤŗȞĤɥćǁǁĲźǁŗƆźɥ
is paid to risk mitigations relating to delegated authority, segregation of 
duties, accounting and treasury management controls, health and safety, 
safeguarding, data and asset protection, and the prevention and detection 
of fraud. The Board, through the scheme of delegated responsibility, sets 
ƆǉǁɥćɥŊƭćŸĲǢƆƭŬɥƆŊɥĤƆźǁƭƆůɥǁŒćǁɥćƪƪůŗĲƵɥǁƆɥćůůɥtćĤƭƆɥĲŸƪůƆǨĲĲƵɩɥ¼ŒĲɥƵĤŒĲŸĲɥ
ƆŊɥīĲůĲŋćǁĲīɥćǉǁŒƆƭŗǁŗĲƵɥŗƵɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁĲīɥģǨɥćɥƵǉŗǁĲɥƆŊɥƪƆůŗĤŗĲƵɥǁŒćǁɥīĲȞźĲɥ
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ĲǧƪĲĤǁćǁŗƆźƵɥćƭƆǉźīɥƬǉćůŗǁǨɪɥŗźǁĲŋƭŗǁǨɥćźīɥĲǁŒŗĤƵɩɥ�ůůɥĲŸƪůƆǨĲĲƵɪɥǡƆůǉźǁĲĲƭƵɥ
and suppliers must comply as required with these policies.

4. Independent audit and review
The internal control framework and risk management processes are subject 
to regular review by an internal audit function which is responsible for 
ƪƭƆǡŗīŗźŋɥŗźīĲƪĲźīĲźǁɥćƵƵǉƭćźĤĲɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɩɥtćĤƭƆɥćƪƪƆŗźǁĲīɥ�%�ɥhh¤ɥ
to supply an independent and objective internal audit function. The Finance 
ćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥĲźƵǉƭĲƵɥǁŒćǁɥǁŒĲɥƭŗƵŬɾģćƵĲīɥŗźƵƪĲĤǁŗƆźɶŸƆźŗǁƆƭŗźŋɥƪůćźɥ
remains up-to-date. It reviews all internal audit reports. Board has received 
ćźɥćźźǉćůɥƭĲǡŗĲǢɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƵǨƵǁĲŸɥƆŊɥĤƆźǁƭƆůɥŊƭƆŸɥǁŒĲɥFŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ
Committee and has taken into account any changes needed to maintain 
ĲșĲĤǁŗǡĲźĲƵƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƭŗƵŬɥŸćźćŋĲŸĲźǁɥćźīɥĤƆźǁƭƆůɥƪƭƆĤĲƵƵɩ

5. Fraud reporting systems
Fraud response procedures and policy statements are reviewed and 
ćƪƪƭƆǡĲīɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɪɥǡŗćɥǁŒĲɥFŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɪɥćƵɥƪćƭǁɥƆŊɥćɥ
comprehensive review of internal control systems. The procedures establish 
ǁŒĲɥƭĲƵƪĲĤǁŗǡĲɥƭƆůĲƵɥćźīɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁŗĲƵɥƆŊɥƵǁćșɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥƪƭĲǡĲźǁŗƆźɥćźīɥ
detection of fraud through a fraud and anti money laundering policy.
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Key risks

Key risk Risk treatment

�ćƵŒȟƆǢɥćźīɥŸćƭŋŗźƵɥćƭĲɥźƆǁɥ
ƵǉȚĤŗĲźǁɥǁƆɥŸĲĲǁɥīćǨɥǁƆɥīćǨɥ
operating costs and / or balance 
sheet liabilities leading to the 
�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥŊćůůŗźŋɥŗźǁƆɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
administration.

Financial performance is 
monitored through monthly 
management accounts by 
management and Trustees.

Regular communication with 
commissioners regarding security 
of current income streams.

Building closer relationships with 
potential funders and developing 
new funding models.

�ɥÛćůǉĲɥŊƆƭɥrƆźĲǨɥƪƭƆŋƭćŸŸĲɥŗƵɥ
in place which includes initiatives 
to reduce operating costs.

Strategic and business planning 
in place and monitoring of 
progress against key corporate 
objectives.

Death or harm caused by failure 
to follow internal processes 
and procedures, particularly in 
relation to health and safety and 
safeguarding, leading to loss of 
life, damaging publicity, criminal 
ĤƆźǡŗĤǁŗƆźƵɪɥȞźĲƵɥćźīɥůƆƵƵɥƆŊɥ
business.

/ǧĲĤǉǁŗǡĲɥćźīɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲɥƆǡĲƭƵŗŋŒǁɥ
to ensure arrangements 
for health and safety and 
safeguarding are monitored, with 
assurance being provided by the 
Health and Safety Committee 
ćźīɥǁŒĲɥtćǁŗƆźćůɥ¯ćŊĲŋǉćƭīŗźŋɥ
Board.

�źɥŗźĤŗīĲźǁɥŸćźćŋĲŸĲźǁɥƵǨƵǁĲŸɥ
is embedded and learning from 
incidents is cascaded.

Continued compliance and 
quality inspections take place.
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Failure to embed a leadership 
approach that encourages 
īŗǡĲƭƵŗǁǨɪɥŗźźƆǡćǁŗƆźɪɥĲȚĤŗĲźĤǨɪɥ
and collective responsibility.

NŗŋŒɥůĲǡĲůƵɥƆŊɥƵǁćșɥǁǉƭźƆǡĲƭɥ
leading to increased cost, 
inconsistent service quality and 
service delivery challenges.

The strategic plan has a clear 
focus on people and the charity’s 
ģĲźĲȞĤŗćƭŗĲƵɩ

�ɥƵƪĲĤŗȞĤɥ¤ĲƆƪůĲɥ¯ǁƭćǁĲŋǨɥ
has been developed, this 
ǉźīĲƭƪŗźƵɥǁŒĲɥtćĤƭƆɥ¯ǁƭćǁĲŋǨɩɥ
The performance of the People 
Strategy is overseen by the 
People Committee.

�ɥǡćůǉĲƵɥģćƵĲīɥůĲćīĲƭƵŒŗƪɥ
development programme is 
running for key managers.

¯ƪĲĤŗȞĤɥŗźŗǁŗćǁŗǡĲƵɥǁŒćǁɥŊƆĤǉƵɥƆźɥ
wellbeing, equality, diversity and 
inclusion have been implemented.

�ǉƵŗźĲƵƵɥĤƆźǁŗźǉŗǁǨɥŗƵɥćșĲĤǁĲīɥģǨɥ
ćɥŸćũƆƭɥŗźǁĲƭźćůɥƆƭɥĲǧǁĲƭźćůɥĲǡĲźǁɥ
leading to an inability to provide 
services to service users.

Robust business continuity 
plans are in place, these plans 
were actively tested during the 
Coronavirus pandemic.

Data and systems can be 
accessed securely from multiple 
locations.

¯ƪĲĤŗȞĤɥůƆĤćůɥćƭƭćźŋĲŸĲźǁƵɥŗźɥ
ƪůćĤĲɥŊƆƭɥƵƪĲĤŗȞĤɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥīĲůŗǡĲƭǨɥ
sites.
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Financial narrative
SźĤƆŸĲɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɥǢćƵɥˉȬȮɩȭŸɥĤƆŸƪćƭĲīɥǢŗǁŒɥˉȬȬɩȮŸɥŗźɥȨȦȨȧɶȨȨɩɥ¼ŒĲɥ
ǁƆǁćůɥĤƆŸƪƭĲŒĲźƵŗǡĲɥŗźĤƆŸĲɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɥǢćƵɥˉȧɩȦŸɥīĲȞĤŗǁɩɥʉȨȦȨȧɶȨȨɥɫɥˉȨɩȪŸɥ
ƵǉƭƪůǉƵʊɩɥSźĤƆŸĲɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲīɥćƵɥćɥƭĲƵǉůǁɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥƵǉĤĤĲƵƵŊǉůɥĲǧƪćźƵŗƆźɥƆŊɥ
ĲǧŗƵǁŗźŋɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɥćźīɥƵǉĤĤĲƵƵŊǉůɥƭĲǁĲźīĲƭŗźŋɥƆŊɥćɥźǉŸģĲƭɥƆŊɥĤƆźǁƭćĤǁƵɥīǉƭŗźŋɥ
ǁŒĲɥȨȦȨȨɶȨȩɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɩɥ�ƪĲƭćǁŗźŋɥĲǧƪĲźīŗǁǉƭĲɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲīɥćƵɥćɥƭĲƵǉůǁɥƆŊɥ
ćīīŗǁŗƆźćůɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥīĲůŗǡĲƭǨɥĤƆƵǁƵɥŗźĤǉƭƭĲīɥǢŒĲƭĲɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥĲǧƪćźīĲīɥģǉǁɥ
ćůƵƆɥćƵɥćɥƭĲƵǉůǁɥƆŊɥŗźȟćǁŗƆźɥīƭŗǡŗźŋɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗźŋɥĤƆƵǁƵɥǉƪɪɥƪćƭǁŗĤǉůćƭůǨɥǢŗǁŒŗźɥƆǉƭɥ
NƆǉƵŗźŋɥ%ŗǡŗƵŗƆźɥćźīɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥĤĲźǁƭćůɥƆǡĲƭŒĲćīɩɥ�ɥŋćŗźɥŊƭƆŸɥćɥźĲǁɥƭĲīǉĤǁŗƆźɥŗźɥ
tćĤƭƆʚƵɥƪĲźƵŗƆźɥůŗćģŗůŗǁǨɥǢćƵɥćůƵƆɥƭĲĤƆƭīĲīɩɥ�ǡĲƭćůůɪɥǁŒĲɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲɥŗźɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗźŋɥ
ĤƆƵǁƵɪɥƆșƵĲǁɥŗźɥƪćƭǁɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥŋćŗźɥŊƭƆŸɥǁŒĲɥƪĲźƵŗƆźɥƵĤŒĲŸĲɪɥćƭĲɥǁŒĲɥŸćŗźɥ
reasons why total comprehensive income has decreased from a £2.4m surplus 
ǁƆɥˉȧɩȦŸɥīĲȞĤŗǁɥƆǡĲƭɥǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɩ

Turnover in Housing (social and non social housing), increased by £3.0m to 
ˉȪȫɩȨŸɩɥ¼ŒŗƵɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲɥŗźɥŗźĤƆŸĲɥŗƵɥƭĲůćǁĲīɥǁƆɥćźɥĲǧƪćźƵŗƆźɥƆŊɥĤǉƭƭĲźǁɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥ
ůŗźĲƵɪɥŒƆǢĲǡĲƭɪɥǁŒĲɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥƆŊɥůƆƵǁɥƭĲźǁɥŊƭƆŸɥǡƆŗīɥƪƭƆƪĲƭǁŗĲƵɪɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲīɥƵǁćșɥ
ĤƆƵǁƵɥćźīɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁůǨɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲīɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥǉźŗǁɥĤƆƵǁƵɥŒćǡĲɥćīǡĲƭƵĲůǨɥćșĲĤǁĲīɥ
margins. Overall, the Housing division returned a loss of £0.3m for the year 
ĤƆŸƪćƭĲīɥǁƆɥćɥƪƭƆȞǁɥƆŊɥˉȧɩȫŸɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥȨȦȨȧɶȨȨɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɩɥSźɥƪƭĲƪćƭćǁŗƆźɥ
ŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥȨȦȨȩɶȨȪɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɥćɥŸćũƆƭɥƭĲǡŗĲǢɥƆŊɥƭĲźǁɥĤŒćƭŋĲƵɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥ
ĤƆŸƪůĲǁĲīɪɥǁŒĲƵĲɥĤŒćźŋĲƵɥǢŗůůɥĤƆŸĲɥŗźǁƆɥĲșĲĤǁɥŊƭƆŸɥ�ƪƭŗůɥȨȦȨȩɩɥ%ǉƭŗźŋɥ
2023/24, a review of service operating models will be undertaken for all 
ĤƆźǁƭćĤǁƵɥǁŒćǁɥćƭĲɥźƆǁɥćĤŒŗĲǡŗźŋɥǁćƭŋĲǁɥƪƭƆȞǁćģŗůŗǁǨɥǁŒƭĲƵŒƆůīƵɩɥɥ

¼ǉƭźƆǡĲƭɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥ/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɥīŗǡŗƵŗƆźɥŗźĤƆŸĲɥīĲĤƭĲćƵĲīɥŊƭƆŸɥˉȧȪɩȬŸɥǁƆɥˉȧȩɩȫŸɩɥ
The Education division recorded a £1.6m loss for the year. Year on year 
ȞźćźĤŗćůɥƪĲƭŊƆƭŸćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒŗźɥǁŒĲɥ/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɥīŗǡŗƵŗƆźɥŒćƵɥƭĲŸćŗźĲīɥƵǁćǁŗĤɩɥɥ
tćĤƭƆɥŒćīɥģǉīŋĲǁĲīɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥ/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɥīŗǡŗƵŗƆźɥǁƆɥƆƪĲƭćǁĲɥćǁɥćɥůƆƵƵɩɥ

¼ǉƭźƆǡĲƭɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥdǉƵǁŗĤĲɥīŗǡŗƵŗƆźɥƭĲŸćŗźĲīɥƵǁćǁŗĤɥćǁɥˉȪɩȬŸɩɥ¤ƭƆȞǁćģŗůŗǁǨɥ
ƭĲīǉĤĲīɥŊƭƆŸɥˉȦɩȯŸɥǁƆɥˉȦɩȪŸɪɥćŋćŗźɥŗźȟćǁŗƆźɥƭĲůćǁĲīɥĤƆƵǁɥƪƭĲƵƵǉƭĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥŒćīɥ
a negative impact on margins within this division. 

¼ǉƭźƆǡĲƭɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥNĲćůǁŒɥīŗǡŗƵŗƆźɥƭĲŸćŗźĲīɥƵǁćǁŗĤɥćǁɥˉȫɩȩŸɩɥ�ǡĲƭćůůɪɥǁŒĲɥīŗǡŗƵŗƆźɥ
ƭĲǁǉƭźĲīɥćɥƪƭƆȞǁɥƆŊɥˉȦɩȧŸɪɥćɥƵůŗŋŒǁɥƭĲīǉĤǁŗƆźɥŊƭƆŸɥćɥˉȦɩȨŸɥƪƭƆȞǁɥŗźɥȨȦȨȧɶȨȨɩ

The Total Comprehensive Income for the year amounted to a loss of £1.0m 
ʉȨȦȨȧɶȨȨɫɥˉȨɩȪŸɥƵǉƭƪůǉƵʊɩɥ¼ŒĲɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗźŋɥůƆƵƵɥƆŊɥˉȧɩȭŸɥʉȨȦȨȧɶȨȨɫɥˉȦɩȫŸɥƪƭƆȞǁʊɥ
ŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥƆșƵĲǁɥģǨɥćɥƭĲīǉĤǁŗƆźɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥǡćůǉćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥƪĲźƵŗƆźɥƵĤŒĲŸĲʚƵɥ
net liabilities of £0.7m. 
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The Balance Sheet shows net assets at £10.1m (2021/22 : £11.1m). This is 
represented by unrestricted funds of £9.9m (2021/22: £10.9m) and restricted 
ŊǉźīƵɥƆŊɥˉȦɩȨŸɥʉȨȦȨȧɶȨȨɫɥˉȦɩȨŸʊɩɥ¼ŒĲɥīĲȞźĲīɥģĲźĲȞǁɥƪĲźƵŗƆźɥůŗćģŗůŗǁǨɥƵǁćźīƵɥ
ćǁɥˉȧȩɩȬŸɥʉȨȦȨȦɶȨȧɫɥˉȧȪɩȫŸʊɩ

The full results for the year are shown in the Statement of Comprehensive 
Income and the Statement of Financial Position plus accompanying accounts 
ćźīɥźƆǁĲƵɥƆźɥƪćŋĲƵɥȫȦɥǁƆɥȭȫɩ
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Value for money statement
To comply with the Regulator of Social Housing’s latest code of practice on 
value for money, as a registered provider we are required to publish our 
performance against a given set of key indicators which is shown below: 

tćĤƭƆɥ 
2022/23

tćĤƭƆ 
2021/22

Global 
�ĤĤƆǉźǁƵɥ
ȨȨɥʀɥ
Supported 
Housing 
Provider 
Metrics*

2022/23 Comment

1. 
Reinvestment 
%

9.1% 0.3% 6.1% During the year the 
Charity prioritised 
the refurbishment of 
housing stock to ensure 
properties are ready to 
let or in a reasonable 
condition for hand back 
to the landlord. 

ȨɩɥtĲǢɥƵǉƪƪůǨɥ
delivered %

0.0% 0.0% 1.2% tćĤƭƆɥīŗīɥźƆǁɥģǉŗůīɥƆƭɥ
acquire any new housing 
units during the year.

3. Gearing % 0.0% 0.0% ȧȨɩȫ˧ tćĤƭƆɥīƆĲƵɥźƆǁɥŒćǡĲɥćźǨɥ
ůƆćźɥȞźćźĤŗźŋɥŊćĤŗůŗǁŗĲƵɥ
ŗźɥƪůćĤĲɩɥ�ǁɥǁŒŗƵɥƪƆŗźǁɥ
tćĤƭƆɥīƆĲƵɥźƆǁɥŗźǁĲźīɥǁƆɥ
enter into any new loan 
ȞźćźĤŗźŋɥćƭƭćźŋĲŸĲźǁƵɩ

Ȫɩɥ/�S¼%�ɥ
MRI Interest 
Cover %

-94.7% ȭȭȮɩȦ˧ 203% tćĤƭƆɥƭĲĤƆƭīĲīɥćɥůƆƵƵɥŊƆƭɥ
ǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɩɥ¼ŒĲɥ
interest value recorded 
ŗźɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
statements solely relates 
to accounting disclosures 
ƭĲƬǉŗƭĲīɥŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥ
īĲȞźĲīɥģĲźĲȞǁɥƪĲźƵŗƆźɥ
scheme.
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ȫɩɥNĲćīůŗźĲɥ
social 
housing cost 
per unit

£10.34 £10.96 ˉȮɩȪȦ tćĤƭƆʚƵɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥ
provision is primarily 
focused on supporting 
tenants who typically 
have high support needs 
who stay in their homes 
for shorter timeframes.  
This increased level 
of support and more 
frequent letting turnover 
does increase unit 
operating costs. 

6. Operating 
Margin 
�ʊɥ¯ƆĤŗćůɥ
Housing 
Letting %

B) Overall %

ɾȪɩȮ˧ 

-1.9%

-3.1% 

1.9%

10.0% 

ȫɩȨ˧

tćĤƭƆʚƵɥƵƆĤŗćůɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥ
stock operated at a loss 
īǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɪɥ
the loss slightly increased 
during the year. 

�ǡĲƭćůůɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɥ
Division operated at a 
ůƆƵƵɥīǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
year. 

7. Return 
on capital 
employed %

-4.7% ȨɩȮ˧ 2.9% tćĤƭƆɥƆƪĲƭćǁĲīɥćǁɥćɥůƆƵƵɥ
ŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɩɥɥ¼ŒĲɥ
overall value of the loss 
was slightly higher than 
planned and forecast at 
the start of the year.

ɴGůƆģćůɥ�ĤĤƆǉźǁƵɥȨȨɥŗƵɥćźɥćźźǉćůɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɥƪƭƆīǉĤĲīɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥ§ĲŋǉůćǁƆƭɥƆŊɥ¯ƆĤŗćůɥ
NƆǉƵŗźŋɥǁƆɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲɥćɥƵǉŸŸćƭǨɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁǉƵɥƆŊɥƵƆĤŗćůɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥ
providers who own or manage at least 1,000 homes. The comparative data 
ǉƵĲīɥŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆɥǢćƵɥǁćŬĲźɥŊƭƆŸɥǁŒĲɥ¯ǉƪƪƆƭǁĲīɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɥ¤ƭƆǡŗīĲƭɥīćǁćƵĲǁɪɥǁŒŗƵɥ
ŗƵɥģĲĤćǉƵĲɥtćĤƭƆɥƪƭŗŸćƭŗůǨɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲƵɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁŗźŋɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɩ

tćĤƭƆɥŒćƵɥŊĲǢĲƭɥǁŒćźɥȧɪȦȦȦɥƆǢźĲīɥŒƆŸĲƵɥƵƆɥǢĲɥćƭĲɥĤůćƵƵĲīɥćƵɥćɥʗƵŸćůůɥ
ƪƭƆǡŗīĲƭʘɩɥtćĤƭƆɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲƵɥŒƆŸĲƵɥǢŗǁŒɥćīīŗǁŗƆźćůɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥŊƆƭɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥ
vulnerable people and people leaving the criminal justice system on assured 
short hold tenancies or licences. Many of the above metrics are designed to 
ĲźćģůĲɥĤƆŸƪćƭŗƵƆźƵɥģĲǁǢĲĲźɥůćƭŋĲɥƵƆĤŗćůɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲƭƵɥǢŗǁŒɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥ
loan book commitments and a high level of general needs social rented homes. 
SźĤƆŸĲɥŊƭƆŸɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥƵƆĤŗćůɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥƪƭƆǡŗƵŗƆźɥŸćŬĲƵɥǉƪɥũǉƵǁɥƆǡĲƭɥȧȦ˧ɥƆŊɥ
tćĤƭƆʚƵɥǁƆǁćůɥǁǉƭźƆǡĲƭɩɥ�ƵɥćɥĤƆźƵĲƬǉĲźĤĲɪɥƵƆŸĲɥģĲźĤŒŸćƭŬŗźŋɥĤƆŸƪćƭćǁŗǡĲɥ
ȞŋǉƭĲƵɥŊƆƭɥtćĤƭƆɥǢŗůůɥźƆǁɥćůǢćǨƵɥćůŗŋźɥǢŗǁŒɥƭĲŋŗƵǁĲƭĲīɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲƭɥćǡĲƭćŋĲƵɩ
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tćĤƭƆʚƵɥ�ƆćƭīɥŒćƵɥĤƆźƵŗīĲƭĲīɥǁŒĲɥģĲźĤŒŸćƭŬŗźŋɥīćǁćɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥŗƵɥ
ƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǁŒćǁɥtćĤƭƆɥŗƵɥŗźɥĤƆŸƪůŗćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆīĲɥŗƵƵǉĲīɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥ§ĲŋǉůćǁƆƭɥ
ƆŊɥ¯ƆĤŗćůɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɥŗźɥƭĲƵƪĲĤǁɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥƭĲůćǁĲīɥćĤǁŗǡŗǁŗĲƵɩɥ¼ŒĲɥ�Ɔćƭīɥ
believes that overall the Charity is delivering good value for money to 
ģĲźĲȞĤŗćƭŗĲƵɪɥŒƆǢĲǡĲƭɪɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆćƭīɥƭĲĤƆŋźŗƵĲɥǁŒĲƭĲɥŗƵɥćɥƭĲƬǉŗƭĲŸĲźǁɥǁƆɥŗŸƪƭƆǡĲɥ
ǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƪĲƭŊƆƭŸćźĤĲɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨʚƵɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥīŗǡŗƵŗƆźɩɥÛćůǉĲɥŊƆƭɥŸƆźĲǨɥŗƵɥ
īĲůŗǡĲƭĲīɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒƆǉǁɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɪɥŊƆƭɥĲǧćŸƪůĲɫ

 GƆǡĲƭźćźĤĲɩ We are further embedding our person-centred approach 
by investing more resources in service user and learner engagement 
ŗźŗǁŗćǁŗǡĲƵɩɥ�ɥźǉŸģĲƭɥƆŊɥĲźŋćŋĲŸĲźǁɥŗźŗǁŗćǁŗǡĲƵɥćƭĲɥīĲǁćŗůĲīɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥƵǁƭćǁĲŋŗĤɥ
ƪůćźɩɥÜĲɥŊǉůůǨɥƭĲĤƆŋźŗƵĲɥǁŒĲɥģĲźĲȞǁƵɥǁŒćǁɥćƭŗƵĲɥŊƭƆŸɥǉƵŗźŋɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭɥ
and learner feedback to inform the development of our governance 
arrangements, decision making and service design to help us to continue 
to deliver better quality services at a reasonable price, in line with 
ƭĲŋǉůćǁƆƭǨɥćźīɥĤƆŸŸŗƵƵŗƆźĲƭɥĲǧƪĲĤǁćǁŗƆźƵɩ

 Co-production. We actively engage with the people we support and our 
workforce, this enables us to capitalise on their ideas and innovations for 
business improvement through consideration of re-shaping of delivery 
ŸƆīĲůƵɥćźīɶƆƭɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥŗźǡĲƵǁŸĲźǁɥŗźɥƵƪĲĤŗȞĤɥŗźŗǁŗćǁŗǡĲƵɥǁŒćǁɥćƭĲɥīĲǁćŗůĲīɥŗźɥ
our strategic plan.

 �ĤǁŗǡĲůǨɥƪǉƭƵǉŗźŋɥćɥƵǉƵǁćŗźćģŗůŗǁǨɥćŋĲźīćɥćźīɥƵǁćșɥǢĲůůģĲŗźŋɥćŋĲźīćɩ 
ÜĲɥŒćǡĲɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲīɥǁƆɥĲŸģƭćĤĲɥȟĲǧŗģůĲɥǢƆƭŬŗźŋɥćƭƭćźŋĲŸĲźǁƵɥćźīɥƭĲćůŗƵĲɥ
ǁŒĲɥģĲźĲȞǁƵɥŊƭƆŸɥŗźĤƭĲćƵĲīɥƵǁćșɥǢĲůůģĲŗźŋɥćźīɥćɥůƆǢĲƭɥĤćƭģƆźɥŊƆƆǁƪƭŗźǁɩɥ
During the year we have launched an Environmental Strategy and we have 
ƵǁƭĲźŋǁŒĲźĲīɥƆǉƭɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥćźīɥǢĲůůģĲŗźŋɥƆșĲƭɥǁƆɥƵǁćșɩ

 Business development. We have increased the range of partners we work 
with to enable us to deliver a wider range of services to service users and 
ĤƆŸŸŗƵƵŗƆźĲƭƵɪɥćźīɥǁƆɥŒĲůƪɥƵƪĲĤŗȞĤɥŗźŊƭćƵǁƭǉĤǁǉƭĲɥīĲǡĲůƆƪŸĲźǁƵɥǢŗǁŒŗźɥǁŒĲɥ
ƆƭŋćźŗƵćǁŗƆźɩɥ%ǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥƵǉĤĤĲƵƵŊǉůůǨɥĲǧƪćźīĲīɥćźīɥƭĲǁćŗźĲīɥ
contracts we wanted to keep. 
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The Housing Division and the Charity overall operated at a loss for the year. 
�ƵɥćɥƭĲƵǉůǁɥŗźīŗĤćǁƆƭƵɥȬɪɥȭɥćźīɥȮɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥǡćůǉĲɥŊƆƭɥŸƆźĲǨɥǁćģůĲɥƵŒƆǢɥźĲŋćǁŗǡĲɥ
results. To address our ambition to raise our performance against these 
indicators our internal indicators to improve value for money include: 

1. Securing better value for money from all property maintenance work that 
is undertaken. 

Ȩɩɥ§ĲǡŗĲǢŗźŋɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥƭĲźǁćůɥĤŒćƭŋĲƵɥćźīɥćůŗŋźŗźŋɥǁŒĲƵĲɥĤůƆƵĲůǨɥǢŗǁŒɥǉƪīćǁĲīɥ
operating cost estimates.

ȩɩɥ /źƵǉƭŗźŋɥƆƪǁŗŸǉŸɥǡćůǉĲɥŗƵɥŋĲźĲƭćǁĲīɥŊƭƆŸɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥƵǁƆĤŬɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥ
reduced voids or property handbacks.

Ȫɩɥ§ĲǡŗĲǢŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗźŋɥĤƆƵǁɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥīĲůŗǡĲƭǨɥŸƆīĲůƵɥǁƆɥ
ǁćŬĲɥćĤĤƆǉźǁɥƆŊɥŗźȟćǁŗƆźɥƭĲůćǁĲīɥĤƆƵǁƵɥǁŒćǁɥĤćźźƆǁɥģĲɥƭĲĤƆǡĲƭĲīɥŊƭƆŸɥ
commissioner approved contract uplifts.

ȫɩɥ§ĲǡŗĲǢŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥƆǡĲƭćůůɥƆƪĲƭćǁŗźŋɥĤƆƵǁɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨɥǁƆɥĲźćģůĲɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǁƆɥģĲɥ
delivered within the income envelopes that the Charity has to work within. 

Return on assets and investments and use of reserves
ÜĲɥćƭĲɥŊƆĤǉƵŗźŋɥƆźɥƵĲǁǁŗźŋɥćƪƪƭƆƪƭŗćǁĲɥƭĲźǁɥĤŒćƭŋĲƵɥćźīɥŸćǧŗŸŗƵŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥ
occupancy of our owned housing stock. This includes disposing of properties 
ǁŒćǁɥćƭĲɥźƆɥůƆźŋĲƭɥȞǁɾŊƆƭɾƪǉƭƪƆƵĲɪɥĤƆźƵƆůŗīćǁŗźŋɥƆȚĤĲɥģćƵĲƵɥǁƆɥƆƪǁŗŸŗƵĲɥǁŒĲɥ
potential of the premises we operate from. We are continuing to modernise 
ƆǉƭɥS�¼ɥŗźŊƭćƵǁƭǉĤǁǉƭĲɥǁƆɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥĲȚĤŗĲźǁɥǢƆƭŬŗźŋɥƪƭćĤǁŗĤĲƵɥćźīɥǁƆɥīĲůŗǡĲƭɥ
ŸƆƭĲɥȟĲǧŗģůĲɥǢƆƭŬŗźŋɥƆƪǁŗƆźƵɥǁƆɥĲźćģůĲɥƵǁćșɥǁƆɥģĲǁǁĲƭɥīĲůŗǡĲƭɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥźĲĲīƵɥƆŊɥ
those using our services.

Our physical asset base across the Charity is free from debt and we are able to 
ŗźǁĲƭźćůůǨɥŊǉźīɥŗźǡĲƵǁŸĲźǁɥƪƭƆŋƭćŸŸĲƵɥŊƭƆŸɥĲǧŗƵǁŗźŋɥĤćƵŒɥƭĲƵĲƭǡĲƵɩɥNƆůīŗźŋɥ
ƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥĤćƵŒɥģćůćźĤĲƵɥƆșĲƭƵɥćɥůŗŸŗǁĲīɥǨŗĲůīɥƵƆɥŸćŬŗźŋɥĤćƭĲŊǉůůǨɥƵĲůĲĤǁĲīɥ
investments in our infrastructure and strategic projects give us a potential yield 
that will ensure the Charity remains sustainable in the longer term. We assess 
ĲćĤŒɥŗźǡĲƵǁŸĲźǁɥćŋćŗźƵǁɥƆǉƭɥƵǁƭćǁĲŋŗĤɥćŗŸƵɥćźīɥǉźīĲƭǁćŬĲɥćɥĤƆƵǁɶģĲźĲȞǁɥ
ƭĲǡŗĲǢɥǁŒćǁɥĤƆŸģŗźĲƵɥćźɥćƵƵĲƵƵŸĲźǁɥƆŊɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƭĲǁǉƭźƵɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥƪƆǁĲźǁŗćůɥ
ģĲźĲȞǁƵɥǁŒćǁɥǢŗůůɥćĤĤƭǉĲɥŊƆƭɥƆǉƭɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭɥćźīɥůĲćƭźĲƭɥĤƆŸŸǉźŗǁŗĲƵɩɥ

Our approach to our social and environmental responsibilities is developed 
ǢŗǁŒɥǁŒƆƵĲɥǢĲɥƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥćƵɥǢĲůůɥćƵɥƵǁćșɩ

We have established procedures in place that support the central 
procurement of ICT related equipment, stationery and furniture from single 
ƵǉƪƪůŗĲƭɥĤƆźǁƭćĤǁƵɥǢŒĲƭĲɥƪǉƭĤŒćƵŗźŋɥģĲźĲȞǁƵɥćƭŗƵŗźŋɥŊƭƆŸɥĲĤƆźƆŸŗĲƵɥƆŊɥƵĤćůĲɥ
are achieved.
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Reserves and liquidity policy 
There has been a reduction of £1.0m in the overall value of the balance sheet 
during the year to 31 March 2023, the value of the balance sheet now stands 
at £10.1m.

tćĤƭƆʚƵɥƭĲƵĲƭǡĲƵɥƪƆůŗĤǨɥǢćƵɥƭĲƵĲǁɥīǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥȨȦȨȧɶȨȨɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɥǁƆɥćůŗŋźɥ
reserve holding more closely to operating activity. Contract income makes 
ǉƪɥćƭƆǉźīɥȭȫ˧ɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥŗźĤƆŸĲɥƪƭƆȞůĲɩɥSŊɥćɥĤƆźǁƭćĤǁɥĲźīƵɥǁŒĲźɥćɥŒŗŋŒɥ
ƪƭƆƪƆƭǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥĲǧƪĲźīŗǁǉƭĲɥĤƆŸŸŗǁŸĲźǁƵɥƭĲƬǉŗƭĲīɥǁƆɥīĲůŗǡĲƭɥǁŒćǁɥĤƆźǁƭćĤǁɥ
ĲźīɥćůŸƆƵǁɥŗŸŸĲīŗćǁĲůǨɩɥ¼ƆɥƭĲȟĲĤǁɥǁŒŗƵɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥƭĲƵĲƭǡĲƵɥƪƆůŗĤǨɪɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥŒćǡĲɥ
taken account of known and potential balance sheet liabilities arising from 
ǁŒĲɥƪĲźƵŗƆźɥŊǉźīɥīĲȞĤŗǁɪɥŬźƆǢźɥůĲćƵĲɥĤƆŸŸŗǁŸĲźǁƵɪɥĲǧƪĲĤǁĲīɥŒƆǉƵŗźŋɥƭĲƪćŗƭɥ
costs, an estimate of the Charity’s short term working capital commitments 
and overhead commitments. These factors are now used to determine 
ƭĲƵĲƭǡĲɥćźīɥůŗƬǉŗīŗǁǨɥǁćƭŋĲǁƵɩɥFŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥŒćǡĲɥƭĲǡŗĲǢĲīɥ
the workings in detail and recommended that a reserves target of £9.4m is 
appropriate for the Charity as at 31 March 2023.

�ƵɥćǁɥȩȧɥrćƭĤŒɥȨȦȨȩɪɥƭĲƵĲƭǡĲƵɥƵǁƆƆīɥćǁɥˉȧȦɩȧŸɩɥ§ĲƵĲƭǡĲƵɥćƭĲɥǁŒĲƭĲŊƆƭĲɥˉȦɩȭŸɥ
ŗźɥĲǧĤĲƵƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥǁćƭŋĲǁɩɥ

The Charity holds £9.9m in general reserves and £0.2m in restricted reserves. 

SǁɥŗƵɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁǨʚƵɥƪƆůŗĤǨɥǁƆɥŒƆůīɥćůůɥƭĲƵĲƭǡĲƵɥŗźɥůŗƬǉŗīɥćƵƵĲǁƵɩɥ�ɥīĲȞĤŗǁɥģǉīŋĲǁɥ
ƆŊɥˉȧɩȦŸɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥƵĲǁɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥȨȦȨȩɶȨȪɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɩɥ¼ŒĲɥĤǉƭƭĲźǁɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƪůćźɥ
ŗźīŗĤćǁĲƵɥćɥģƭĲćŬĲǡĲźɥƪƆƵŗǁŗƆźɥǢŗůůɥģĲɥīĲůŗǡĲƭĲīɥīǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥȨȦȨȫɶȨȬɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɩ

�ƵɥćǁɥȩȧɥrćƭĤŒɥȨȦȨȩɪɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥĤćƵŒɥćźīɥĤćƵŒɥĲƬǉŗǡćůĲźǁɥģćůćźĤĲƵɥƵǁƆƆīɥćǁɥ
ˉȯɩȬŸɩɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥƪƆůŗĤǨɥŗƵɥǁƆɥŒƆůīɥćůůɥŊƭĲĲɥĤćƵŒɥƭĲƵĲƭǡĲƵɥŗźɥŗŸŸĲīŗćǁĲůǨɥćǡćŗůćģůĲɥ
liquid assets.
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Environmental Impact Statement
Streamlined Energy & Carbon Report (SECR)

Financial Year 1 April 2022 to 31 March 2023

Client Name Nacro

Company No 203583

§ĲŋŗƵǁĲƭĲīɥ�ȚĤĲ Walkden House, 16–17 Devonshire Square 
London EC2M 4SQ

Current Financial Year 
tCO2e

2,911

Current Financial Year 
kWh  

15,300,691

Previous Financial Year 
tCO2e 

3,114.00

Previous Financial Year 
kWh

16,235,851.28

Intensity Ratio (IR) used 42.39

Intensity Metric Current 
Financial Year

65.59

Intensity Metric 
Previous Financial Year

65.98

Emissions Factors Used DEFRA 2021

Methodology Used GHG Protocol

Emissions Scope Scope 1 & 2

Emissions Included Electricity, Natural Gas, Direct Mileage

Exclusion Statement Some gas and electricity use has been 
estimated based on previous years 
consumption and pro-rata methods where it 
was not available through billing.
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/źĲƭŋǨɥ/ȚĤŗĲźĤǨɥ
Statement 

tćĤƭƆɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲƵɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɪɥ/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɪɥNĲćůǁŒɥ
ćźīɥdǉƵǁŗĤĲɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɥǁƆɥģĲźĲȞĤŗćƭŗĲƵɥćĤƭƆƵƵɥ
/źŋůćźīɥćźīɥÜćůĲƵɩ
tćĤƭƆɥůĲćƵĲƵɥǁŒĲɥŸćũƆƭŗǁǨɥƆŊɥŗǁƵɥȧɪȦȦȦɥ
ƭĲƵŗīĲźǁŗćůɥƪƭƆƪĲƭǁŗĲƵɩɥÜĲɥĲźƵǉƭĲɥǁŒćǁɥćźǨɥ
źĲǢɥƪƭƆƪĲƭǁŗĲƵɥćīīĲīɥǁƆɥƆǉƭɥƪƆƭǁŊƆůŗƆɥŒćƵɥ
ćɥŸŗźŗŸǉŸɥ/¤�ɥƭćǁŗźŋɥƆŊɥ%ɥćźīɥŒćǡĲɥƪůćźƵɥ
ǁƆɥĲźƵǉƭĲɥǁŒćǁɥƆǉƭɥĲǧŗƵǁŗźŋɥƪƭƆƪĲƭǁŗĲƵɥćůƵƆɥ
ƭĲćĤŒɥǁŒćǁɥƭćǁŗźŋɩɥÜĲɥǢƆƭŬɥǢŗǁŒɥůćźīůƆƭīƵɪɥ
ćŋĲźǁƵɥćźīɥīĲǡĲůƆƪĲƭƵɪɥīǉƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥůĲćƵŗźŋɥ
ćźīɥćĤƬǉŗƵŗǁŗƆźɥƵǁćŋĲƵɪɥǁƆɥćƵƵĲƵƵɥǢŒĲǁŒĲƭɥćźǨɥ
ŗŸƪƭƆǡĲŸĲźǁƵɥĤćźɥģĲɥŸćīĲɥʉƵǉĤŒɥćƵɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥ
ŒĲćǁŗźŋɥƵǨƵǁĲŸƵɪɥŗźƵǉůćǁŗƆźʊɥǁƆɥŗŸƪƭƆǡĲɥĲźĲƭŋǨɥ
ĲȚĤŗĲźĤǨɥŸĲćƵǉƭĲƵɩɥ�ǉƭɥĤƆƭĲɥĲůĲĤǁƭŗĤŗǁǨɥ
ĤƆźǁƭćĤǁɥŗƵɥƪƭƆĤǉƭĲīɥǁŒƭƆǉŋŒɥȧȦȦ˧ɥƭĲźĲǢćůɶ
ŋƭĲĲźĲƭɥƵƆǉƭĤĲƵɩ
��ÛS%ɾȧȯɥŒćƵɥƵŒƆǢźɥǁŒĲɥƭĲƵŗůŗĲźĤĲɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥ
ƭŗƵŗźŋɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥĤŒćůůĲźŋĲɥĤćǉƵĲīɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥƪćźīĲŸŗĤɥ
ćźīɥƆǉƭɥćģŗůŗǁǨɥǁƆɥćīćƪǁɥǁƆɥźĲǢɥǢćǨƵɥƆŊɥ
ǢƆƭŬŗźŋɩɥ¼ŒĲƭĲɥǢćƵɥćɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥĤćƭģƆźɥ
ƭĲīǉĤǁŗƆźɥŗźɥȨȦȨȦɶȨȧɪɥƪćƭǁŗĤǉůćƭɥŗźɥǁƭćǡĲůɪɥćƵɥćɥ
ƭĲƵǉůǁɥƆŊɥůƆĤŬīƆǢźƵɥćźīɥƭĲƵǁƭŗĤǁŗƆźƵɥćźīɥǢŒŗůƵǁɥ
ǁƭćǡĲůɥŒćƵɥƭĲĤƆǡĲƭĲīɥŗźɥȨȦȨȨɶȨȩɪɥŗǁɥŗƵɥźƆǢŒĲƭĲɥ
źĲćƭɥǁŒĲɥƪƭĲɾƪćźīĲŸŗĤɥůĲǡĲůƵɥĲǧƪĲƭŗĲźĤĲīɩɥ
¼ŒŗƵɥŗƵɥĲźĤƆǉƭćŋŗźŋɥćźīɥīĲŸƆźƵǁƭćǁĲƵɥǁŒćǁɥ
ģĲŒćǡŗƆǉƭɥĤŒćźŋĲɥŗƵɥƪƆƵƵŗģůĲɥćźīɥĤćźɥćǁǁƭćĤǁɥ
ƵǉƪƪƆƭǁɥŊƭƆŸɥƆǉƭɥƵǁćșɥćźīɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲɥǉƵĲƭƵɩɥ
�źůǨɥģǨɥǢƆƭŬŗźŋɥǁƆŋĲǁŒĲƭɥǢŗůůɥtćĤƭƆɥćĤŒŗĲǡĲɥ
ŗǁƵɥƵǉƵǁćŗźćģŗůŗǁǨɥƆģũĲĤǁŗǡĲƵɪɥćźīɥǢĲɥǢŗůůɥƵĲĲŬɥ
ƵǉŗǁćģůĲɥĲźŋćŋĲŸĲźǁɥǁƆɥŸćŬĲɥǁŒĲɥƵǁĲƪɥĤŒćźŋĲɥ
źĲĲīĲīɥǁƆɥćīīƭĲƵƵɥǁŒĲɥĤůŗŸćǁĲɥĤƭŗƵŗƵɥćźīɥƪůćǨɥ
ƆǉƭɥƪćƭǁɥŗźɥīĲůŗǡĲƭŗźŋɥćɥģĲǁǁĲƭɥŊǉǁǉƭĲɩ
tćĤƭƆʚƵɥ/źǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁćůɥ¯ǁƭćǁĲŋǨɥƵĲǁƵɥƆǉǁɥƆǉƭɥ
ĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁćůɥǡŗƵŗƆźɥćźīɥŋƆćůƵɥćźīɥĲźćģůĲƵɥ
ćĤǁŗƆźɥƪůćźƵɥćźīɥǡćƭŗƆǉƵɥǢƆƭŬƵǁƭĲćŸƵɥǁŒćǁɥ
ćƭĲɥīĲůŗǡĲƭŗźŋɥŸĲćƵǉƭćģůĲɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁćůɥ
ŗŸƪƭƆǡĲŸĲźǁƵɩɥÜĲɥǢŗůůɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥǁƆɥŸĲĲǁɥƆǉƭɥ
ůĲŋćůɥƆģůŗŋćǁŗƆźƵɪɥīĲǡĲůƆƪɥƵǉƵǁćŗźćģůĲɥćźīɥ
ĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁćůůǨɥŊƭŗĲźīůǨɥƵĲƭǡŗĤĲƵɪɥćźīɥŒĲůƪɥ
ƵǁĲŸɥǁŒĲɥīĲƪůĲǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥȞźŗǁĲɥźćǁǉƭćůɥƭĲƵƆǉƭĤĲƵɩ

§ĲƪƆƭǁɥĤƆŸƪůĲǁĲīɥģǨ ¯ƆƪŒŗĲɥ�īćŸƵ

¦ǉćůŗǁǨɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ 
ĤƆŸƪůĲǁĲīɥģǨɥɥ

ʉ/S�ʊɥ/źĲƭŋǨɥSźǁĲůůŗŋĲźĤĲɥ�ĲźǁƭĲɥhŗŸŗǁĲīɪɥ
�ƆŸƪćźǨɥtƆɥȧȧȮȯȯȪȬȨ

¯/�§ɥ§ĲƪƆƭǁɥ 
ĤƆŸƪůĲǁĲīɥģǨ

ʉ/S�ʊɥ/źĲƭŋǨɥSźǁĲůůŗŋĲźĤĲɥ�ĲźǁƭĲɥhŗŸŗǁĲī
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Thanks and acknowledgements
With thanks to our funders and partners including:

�ƵƵĲǁǲɥ/ǧĤŒćźŋĲɥ

Barrow Cadbury Trust 

�Ĳt�Nɥ�§�

�ĲƭŬƵŒŗƭĲɥtN¯ɥFƆǉźīćǁŗƆźɥ¼ƭǉƵǁɥ

Big Lottery Fund

Birmingham City Council

�ćŸģƭŗīŋĲƵŒŗƭĲɥʧɥ¤ĲǁĲƭģƆƭƆǉŋŒɥ�ƆŸģŗźĲīɥ�ǉǁŒƆƭŗǁǨ

Carmarthenshire County Council/ Cyngor Sir Gaerfyrddin

Capita E-Source

Cleveland Police and Crime Commissioner 

Clinks

Conwy County Borough Council/ Cyngor Bwrdeistref Sirol Conwy

Delta E-Source 

Department of Health

Denbighshire County Council/ Cyngor Sir Ddinbych

Dudley Council

/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɥćźīɥ¯ŬŗůůƵɥFǉźīŗźŋɥ�ŋĲźĤǨ

East Riding of Yorkshire Council & Two Ridings Community Foundation

/īǉĤćǁŗƆźɥʧɥ¯ŬŗůůƵɥFǉźīŗźŋɥ�ŋĲźĤǨɥ

/ƵƵĲǧɥ�ƆǉźǁǨɥ�ƆǉźĤŗů

/ƵƵĲǧɥ�§�

European Social Fund

FůŗźǁƵŒŗƭĲɥ�ƆǉźǁǨɥ�ƆǉźĤŗůɶ�ǨźŋƆƭɥ¯ŗƭɥâɥFȞźǁ

Forces in Mind Trust

The Forward Trust

Gwynedd Council/Cyngor Gwynedd GamCare

James Teather and Teather property Investments Ltd 

hćźī�ŗī

Lincolnshire County Council 

Liverpool City Council

London Borough of Lambeth 
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London Borough of Wandsworth 

London Borough of Westminster

Manchester City Council

Ministry of Justice 

MTC Ltd

tN¯ɥ/źŋůćźī

tƆƭǁŒćŸƪǁƆźƵŒŗƭĲɥ¤ƆůŗĤĲɥʧɥ�ƭŗŸĲɥ�ƆŸŸŗƵƵŗƆźĲƭɥ

tƆǁǁŗźŋŒćŸɥ�ŗǁǨɥ�ƆǉźĤŗů

Ormiston Families 

�ǧůĲćƵɥtN¯ɥ¼ƭǉƵǁɥ

People Plus 

¤��¼

Peabody 

Pembrokeshire County Council

§ĲƵƆźćźĤĲɥʀɥ¯ƆĤŗćůɥSźǡĲƵǁŸĲźǁ

¯ŒĲȚĲůīɥ�ŗǁǨɥ�ƆǉźĤŗů

Shelter 

¯ƆīĲǧƆ

South Yorkshire CRC 

St Mungo’s

¯ǁćșƆƭīƵŒŗƭĲɥ¤ƆůŗĤĲɥʧɥ�ƭŗŸĲɥ�ƆŸŸŗƵƵŗƆźĲƭ

Stephen Lawrence Trust 

¯ǁƆĤŬƪƆƭǁɥ�ůůŗćźĤĲ

The Bridge (East Midlands)

The Privy Purse Charitable Fund 

The Royal British Legion 

Transform Foundation

Together for Mental Well-being 

Wandsworth Borough Council 

ÜĲƵǁɥrŗīůćźīƵɥ�ƆŸģŗźĲīɥ�ǉǁŒƆƭŗǁǨɥ

ÜĲůƵŒɥ�ƵƵĲŸģůǨɥ

Wolverhampton City Council 

ÜƭĲǧŒćŸɥ�ƆǉźǁǨɥ�ƆǉźĤŗůɥ

âr��ɥhŗǡĲƭƪƆƆů

YSS
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�ƪƪƭƆǡĲīɥģǨɥǁŒĲɥ¼ƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥƆźɥȧȯǁŒɥdǉůǨɥȨȦȨȩɥćźīɥƵŗŋźĲīɥƆźɥǁŒĲŗƭɥģĲŒćůŊɥģǨɫ

tŗĤŬɥNćƭīǢŗĤŬɥ ɥ ɥ ɥ ɥ �źźĲɥFƭƆƵǁ

Chair       Vice-Chair
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Independent auditor’s report
Opinion
ÜĲɥŒćǡĲɥćǉīŗǁĲīɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɥĲźīĲīɥ
31 March 2023 which comprise the Statement of Comprehensive Income, 
Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Changes in Reserves, 
¯ǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɥƆŊɥ�ćƵŒȟƆǢɥćźīɥźƆǁĲƵɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɪɥŗźĤůǉīŗźŋɥ
ƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥćĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥƪƆůŗĤŗĲƵɩɥ¼ŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƭĲƪƆƭǁŗźŋɥŊƭćŸĲǢƆƭŬɥǁŒćǁɥŒćƵɥ
been applied in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom 
�ĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥ¯ǁćźīćƭīƵɪɥŗźĤůǉīŗźŋɥFŗźćźĤŗćůɥ§ĲƪƆƭǁŗźŋɥ¯ǁćźīćƭīɥȧȦȨɥ¼ŒĲɥ
Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland 
ʉÃźŗǁĲīɥfŗźŋīƆŸɥGĲźĲƭćůůǨɥ�ĤĤĲƪǁĲīɥ�ĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥ¤ƭćĤǁŗĤĲʊɩ

SźɥƆǉƭɥƆƪŗźŗƆźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɫ

ɥ ŋŗǡĲɥćɥǁƭǉĲɥćźīɥŊćŗƭɥǡŗĲǢɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥƵǁćǁĲɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥćșćŗƭƵɥćƵɥćǁɥȩȧɥrćƭĤŒɥȨȦȨȩɥ
and of its incoming resources and application of resources, including its 
ŗźĤƆŸĲɥćźīɥĲǧƪĲźīŗǁǉƭĲɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥǨĲćƭɥǁŒĲźɥĲźīĲīɬ

 have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom 
GĲźĲƭćůůǨɥ�ĤĤĲƪǁĲīɥ�ĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥ¤ƭćĤǁŗĤĲɬɥćźī

 have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies 
�ĤǁɥȨȦȦȬɪɥǁŒĲɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɥćźīɥ§ĲŋĲźĲƭćǁŗƆźɥ�ĤǁɥȨȦȦȮɥćźīɥǁŒĲɥ�ĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥ
Direction for Private Registered Providers of Social Housing.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on 
�ǉīŗǁŗźŋɥʉÃfʊɥʉS¯�ƵɥʉÃfʊʊɥćźīɥćƪƪůŗĤćģůĲɥůćǢɩɥ�ǉƭɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁŗĲƵɥǉźīĲƭɥ
ǁŒƆƵĲɥƵǁćźīćƭīƵɥćƭĲɥŊǉƭǁŒĲƭɥīĲƵĤƭŗģĲīɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥ�ǉīŗǁƆƭʚƵɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁŗĲƵɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥ
ćǉīŗǁɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥƵĲĤǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥƆǉƭɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɩɥÜĲɥćƭĲɥŗźīĲƪĲźīĲźǁɥ
ƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥŗźɥćĤĤƆƭīćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥĲǁŒŗĤćůɥƭĲƬǉŗƭĲŸĲźǁƵɥǁŒćǁɥćƭĲɥƭĲůĲǡćźǁɥ
ǁƆɥƆǉƭɥćǉīŗǁɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥÃfɪɥŗźĤůǉīŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥF§�ʚƵɥ
/ǁŒŗĤćůɥ¯ǁćźīćƭīɪɥćźīɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥŊǉůȞůůĲīɥƆǉƭɥƆǁŒĲƭɥĲǁŒŗĤćůɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁŗĲƵɥŗźɥ
accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we 
ŒćǡĲɥƆģǁćŗźĲīɥŗƵɥƵǉȚĤŗĲźǁɥćźīɥćƪƪƭƆƪƭŗćǁĲɥǁƆɥƪƭƆǡŗīĲɥćɥģćƵŗƵɥŊƆƭɥƆǉƭɥƆƪŗźŗƆźɩ

Conclusions relating to going concern
SźɥćǉīŗǁŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɪɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥĤƆźĤůǉīĲīɥǁŒćǁɥǁŒĲɥǁƭǉƵǁĲĲƵʚɥǉƵĲɥ
ƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŋƆŗźŋɥĤƆźĤĲƭźɥģćƵŗƵɥƆŊɥćĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥƪƭĲƪćƭćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
statements is appropriate.
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�ćƵĲīɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥǢƆƭŬɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥƪĲƭŊƆƭŸĲīɪɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥźƆǁɥŗīĲźǁŗȞĲīɥćźǨɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥ
uncertainties relating to events or conditions that, individually or collectively, 
ŸćǨɥĤćƵǁɥƵŗŋźŗȞĤćźǁɥīƆǉģǁɥƆźɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥćģŗůŗǁǨɥǁƆɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥćƵɥćɥŋƆŗźŋɥĤƆźĤĲƭźɥ
ŊƆƭɥćɥƪĲƭŗƆīɥƆŊɥćǁɥůĲćƵǁɥǁǢĲůǡĲɥŸƆźǁŒƵɥŊƭƆŸɥǢŒĲźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥćƭĲɥ
authorised for issue.

Our responsibilities and the responsibilities of the trustees with respect to 
going concern are described in the relevant sections of this report.

 

Other information
The trustees are responsible for the other information contained within the 
annual report. The other information comprises the information included 
ŗźɥǁŒĲɥćźźǉćůɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɪɥƆǁŒĲƭɥǁŒćźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥćźīɥƆǉƭɥćǉīŗǁƆƭʚƵɥ
ƭĲƪƆƭǁɥǁŒĲƭĲƆźɩɥ�ǉƭɥƆƪŗźŗƆźɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥīƆĲƵɥźƆǁɥĤƆǡĲƭɥǁŒĲɥ
ƆǁŒĲƭɥŗźŊƆƭŸćǁŗƆźɥćźīɪɥĲǧĤĲƪǁɥǁƆɥǁŒĲɥĲǧǁĲźǁɥƆǁŒĲƭǢŗƵĲɥĲǧƪůŗĤŗǁůǨɥƵǁćǁĲīɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥ
ƭĲƪƆƭǁɪɥǢĲɥīƆɥźƆǁɥĲǧƪƭĲƵƵɥćźǨɥŊƆƭŸɥƆŊɥćƵƵǉƭćźĤĲɥĤƆźĤůǉƵŗƆźɥǁŒĲƭĲƆźɩ

Our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider 
ǢŒĲǁŒĲƭɥǁŒĲɥƆǁŒĲƭɥŗźŊƆƭŸćǁŗƆźɥŗƵɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůůǨɥŗźĤƆźƵŗƵǁĲźǁɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears 
to be materially misstated. If we identify such material inconsistencies or 
apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine whether this 
ŋŗǡĲƵɥƭŗƵĲɥǁƆɥćɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥŸŗƵƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥǁŒĲŸƵĲůǡĲƵɩɥ
If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a 
material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report 
that fact.

We have nothing to report in this regard.

Opinions on other matters prescribed by the Companies  
Act 2006
In our opinion based on the work undertaken in the course of our audit:

 the information given in the trustees’ report, which includes the directors’ 
report and the strategic report prepared for the purposes of company law, 
ŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥǨĲćƭɥŊƆƭɥǢŒŗĤŒɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥćƭĲɥƪƭĲƪćƭĲīɥŗƵɥ
ĤƆźƵŗƵǁĲźǁɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɬɥćźī

 the strategic report and the directors’ report included within the 
trustees’ report have been prepared in accordance with applicable legal 
requirements.
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rćǁǁĲƭƵɥƆźɥǢŒŗĤŒɥǢĲɥćƭĲɥƭĲƬǉŗƭĲīɥǁƆɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɥģǨɥĲǧĤĲƪǁŗƆź
SźɥůŗŋŒǁɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥŬźƆǢůĲīŋĲɥćźīɥǉźīĲƭƵǁćźīŗźŋɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥćźīɥŗǁƵɥĲźǡŗƭƆźŸĲźǁɥ
ƆģǁćŗźĲīɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥĤƆǉƭƵĲɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥćǉīŗǁɪɥǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥźƆǁɥŗīĲźǁŗȞĲīɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥ
misstatements in the strategic report or the directors’ report included within 
the trustees’ report.

We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to 
ǢŒŗĤŒɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆŸƪćźŗĲƵɥ�ĤǁɥȨȦȦȬɥƭĲƬǉŗƭĲƵɥǉƵɥǁƆɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɥǁƆɥǨƆǉɥŗŊɪɥŗźɥƆǉƭɥƆƪŗźŗƆźɫ

ɥ tćĤƭƆɥŒćƵɥźƆǁɥŬĲƪǁɥćīĲƬǉćǁĲɥćĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥƭĲĤƆƭīƵɬɥƆƭ

ɥ tćĤƭƆʚƵɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥćƭĲɥźƆǁɥŗźɥćŋƭĲĲŸĲźǁɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥćĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥ
records and returns; or

ɥ ĤĲƭǁćŗźɥīŗƵĤůƆƵǉƭĲƵɥƆŊɥǁƭǉƵǁĲĲƵʚɥƭĲŸǉźĲƭćǁŗƆźɥƵƪĲĤŗȞĲīɥģǨɥůćǢɥćƭĲɥźƆǁɥ
made; or

ɥ ǢĲɥŒćǡĲɥźƆǁɥƭĲĤĲŗǡĲīɥćůůɥǁŒĲɥŗźŊƆƭŸćǁŗƆźɥćźīɥĲǧƪůćźćǁŗƆźƵɥǢĲɥƭĲƬǉŗƭĲɥŊƆƭɥ
our audit.

 

Responsibilities of the Trustees
�ƵɥĲǧƪůćŗźĲīɥŸƆƭĲɥŊǉůůǨɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥǁƭǉƵǁĲĲƵʚɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁŗĲƵɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɥƵĲǁɥƆǉǁɥƆźɥ
ƪćŋĲɥȧȯɪɥǁŒĲɥǁƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥʉǢŒƆɥćƭĲɥćůƵƆɥǁŒĲɥīŗƭĲĤǁƆƭƵɥƆŊɥtćĤƭƆɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥƪǉƭƪƆƵĲƵɥ
ƆŊɥĤƆŸƪćźǨɥůćǢʊɥćƭĲɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģůĲɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥƪƭĲƪćƭćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
ƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥćźīɥŊƆƭɥģĲŗźŋɥƵćǁŗƵȞĲīɥǁŒćǁɥǁŒĲǨɥŋŗǡĲɥćɥǁƭǉĲɥćźīɥŊćŗƭɥǡŗĲǢɪɥćźīɥ
for such internal control as the trustees determine is necessary to enable the 
ƪƭĲƪćƭćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥǁŒćǁɥćƭĲɥŊƭĲĲɥŊƭƆŸɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥŸŗƵƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɪɥ
whether due to fraud or error.

SźɥƪƭĲƪćƭŗźŋɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɪɥǁŒĲɥǁƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥćƭĲɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģůĲɥŊƆƭɥ
ćƵƵĲƵƵŗźŋɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥćģŗůŗǁǨɥǁƆɥĤƆźǁŗźǉĲɥćƵɥćɥŋƆŗźŋɥĤƆźĤĲƭźɪɥīŗƵĤůƆƵŗźŋɪɥćƵɥ
applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern 
ģćƵŗƵɥƆŊɥćĤĤƆǉźǁŗźŋɥǉźůĲƵƵɥǁŒĲɥǁƭǉƵǁĲĲƵɥĲŗǁŒĲƭɥŗźǁĲźīɥǁƆɥůŗƬǉŗīćǁĲɥtćĤƭƆɥƆƭɥǁƆɥ
cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the  
ȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵ
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
ȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥćƵɥćɥǢŒƆůĲɥćƭĲɥŊƭĲĲɥŊƭƆŸɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥŸŗƵƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɪɥ
whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes 
our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 
ŋǉćƭćźǁĲĲɥǁŒćǁɥćźɥćǉīŗǁɥĤƆźīǉĤǁĲīɥŗźɥćĤĤƆƭīćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒɥS¯�ƵɥʉÃfʊɥǢŗůůɥćůǢćǨƵɥ
īĲǁĲĤǁɥćɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥŸŗƵƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɥǢŒĲźɥŗǁɥĲǧŗƵǁƵɩɥrŗƵƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥĤćźɥćƭŗƵĲɥŊƭƆŸɥ
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fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, 
ǁŒĲǨɥĤƆǉůīɥƭĲćƵƆźćģůǨɥģĲɥĲǧƪĲĤǁĲīɥǁƆɥŗźȟǉĲźĤĲɥǁŒĲɥĲĤƆźƆŸŗĤɥīĲĤŗƵŗƆźƵɥƆŊɥ
ǉƵĲƭƵɥǁćŬĲźɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥģćƵŗƵɥƆŊɥǁŒĲƵĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɩ

Irregularities, including fraud, are instances of non-compliance with laws 
and regulations. We design procedures in line with our responsibilities, 
outlined above, to detect material misstatements in respect of irregularities, 
ŗźĤůǉīŗźŋɥŊƭćǉīɩɥ¼ŒĲɥĲǧǁĲźǁɥǁƆɥǢŒŗĤŒɥƆǉƭɥƪƭƆĤĲīǉƭĲƵɥćƭĲɥĤćƪćģůĲɥƆŊɥīĲǁĲĤǁŗźŋɥ
irregularities, including fraud is detailed below:

We obtained an understanding of the legal and regulatory frameworks within 
ǢŒŗĤŒɥtćĤƭƆɥƆƪĲƭćǁĲƵɪɥŊƆĤǉƵŗźŋɥƆźɥǁŒƆƵĲɥůćǢƵɥćźīɥƭĲŋǉůćǁŗƆźƵɥǁŒćǁɥŒćǡĲɥ
ćɥīŗƭĲĤǁɥĲșĲĤǁɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥīĲǁĲƭŸŗźćǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥćŸƆǉźǁƵɥćźīɥīŗƵĤůƆƵǉƭĲƵɥ
ŗźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɩɥ¼ŒĲɥůćǢƵɥćźīɥƭĲŋǉůćǁŗƆźƵɥǢĲɥĤƆźƵŗīĲƭĲīɥŗźɥǁŒŗƵɥ
ĤƆźǁĲǧǁɥǢĲƭĲɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆŸƪćźŗĲƵɥ�ĤǁɥȨȦȦȬɪɥǁŒĲɥ�ŒćƭŗǁŗĲƵɥ�ĤǁɥȨȦȧȧɪɥǁŒĲɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɥ
ćźīɥ§ĲŋĲźĲƭćǁŗƆźɥ�ĤǁɥȨȦȦȮɪɥǁƆŋĲǁŒĲƭɥǢŗǁŒɥǁŒĲɥNƆǉƵŗźŋɥ¯�§¤ɩɥÜĲɥćƵƵĲƵƵĲīɥ
the required compliance with these laws and regulations as part of our audit 
ƪƭƆĤĲīǉƭĲƵɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥƭĲůćǁĲīɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁɥŗǁĲŸƵɩ

In addition, we considered provisions of other laws and regulations that do 
źƆǁɥŒćǡĲɥćɥīŗƭĲĤǁɥĲșĲĤǁɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥģǉǁɥĤƆŸƪůŗćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒɥǢŒŗĤŒɥ
ŸŗŋŒǁɥģĲɥŊǉźīćŸĲźǁćůɥǁƆɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥćģŗůŗǁǨɥǁƆɥƆƪĲƭćǁĲɥƆƭɥǁƆɥćǡƆŗīɥćɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥ
ƪĲźćůǁǨɩɥÜĲɥćůƵƆɥĤƆźƵŗīĲƭĲīɥǁŒĲɥƆƪƪƆƭǁǉźŗǁŗĲƵɥćźīɥŗźĤĲźǁŗǡĲƵɥǁŒćǁɥŸćǨɥĲǧŗƵǁɥ
ǢŗǁŒŗźɥtćĤƭƆɥŊƆƭɥŊƭćǉīɩɥ¼ŒĲɥůćǢƵɥćźīɥƭĲŋǉůćǁŗƆźƵɥǢĲɥĤƆźƵŗīĲƭĲīɥŗźɥǁŒŗƵɥĤƆźǁĲǧǁɥ
for the UK operations were requirements imposed by the Regulator of Social 
NƆǉƵŗźŋɪɥŒĲćůǁŒɥćźīɥƵćŊĲǁǨɪɥǁćǧćǁŗƆźɥćźīɥĲŸƪůƆǨŸĲźǁɥůĲŋŗƵůćǁŗƆźɩ

�ǉīŗǁŗźŋɥƵǁćźīćƭīƵɥůŗŸŗǁɥǁŒĲɥƭĲƬǉŗƭĲīɥćǉīŗǁɥƪƭƆĤĲīǉƭĲƵɥǁƆɥŗīĲźǁŗŊǨɥźƆźɾ
compliance with these laws and regulations to enquiry of the Trustees and other 
management and inspection of regulatory and legal correspondence, if any.

ÜĲɥŗīĲźǁŗȞĲīɥǁŒĲɥŋƭĲćǁĲƵǁɥƭŗƵŬɥƆŊɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥŗŸƪćĤǁɥƆźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥ
from irregularities, including fraud, to be within the timing of recognition of 
income and the override of controls by management. Our audit procedures 
to respond to these risks included enquiries of management, internal audit 
ćźīɥǁŒĲɥFŗźćźĤĲɥćźīɥ�ǉīŗǁɥ�ƆŸŸŗǁǁĲĲɥćģƆǉǁɥǁŒĲŗƭɥƆǢźɥŗīĲźǁŗȞĤćǁŗƆźɥćźīɥ
assessment of the risks of irregularities, sample testing on the posting of 
journals, reviewing accounting estimates for biases, reviewing regulatory 
correspondence, designing audit procedures over the timing of income and 
reading minutes of meetings of those charged with governance.

Owing to the inherent limitations of an audit, there is an unavoidable risk 
ǁŒćǁɥǢĲɥŸćǨɥźƆǁɥŒćǡĲɥīĲǁĲĤǁĲīɥƵƆŸĲɥŸćǁĲƭŗćůɥŸŗƵƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
statements, even though we have properly planned and performed our audit 
ŗźɥćĤĤƆƭīćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒɥćǉīŗǁŗźŋɥƵǁćźīćƭīƵɩɥFƆƭɥĲǧćŸƪůĲɪɥǁŒĲɥŊǉƭǁŒĲƭɥƭĲŸƆǡĲīɥ
non-compliance with laws and regulations (irregularities) is from the events 
ćźīɥǁƭćźƵćĤǁŗƆźƵɥƭĲȟĲĤǁĲīɥŗźɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥƵǁćǁĲŸĲźǁƵɪɥǁŒĲɥůĲƵƵɥůŗŬĲůǨɥǁŒĲɥ
inherently limited procedures required by auditing standards would identify 
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it. In addition, as with any audit, there remained a higher risk of non-
detection of irregularities, as these may involve collusion, forgery, intentional 
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal controls. We are not 
ƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģůĲɥŊƆƭɥƪƭĲǡĲźǁŗźŋɥźƆźɾĤƆŸƪůŗćźĤĲɥćźīɥĤćźźƆǁɥģĲɥĲǧƪĲĤǁĲīɥǁƆɥīĲǁĲĤǁɥ
non-compliance with all laws and regulations.

�ɥŊǉƭǁŒĲƭɥīĲƵĤƭŗƪǁŗƆźɥƆŊɥƆǉƭɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁŗĲƵɥŊƆƭɥǁŒĲɥćǉīŗǁɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥȞźćźĤŗćůɥ
statements is located on the Financial Reporting Council’s website at:  
www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part of our 
auditor’s report.

Use of our report
¼ŒŗƵɥƭĲƪƆƭǁɥŗƵɥŸćīĲɥƵƆůĲůǨɥǁƆɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥŸĲŸģĲƭƵɪɥćƵɥćɥģƆīǨɪɥŗźɥćĤĤƆƭīćźĤĲɥǢŗǁŒɥ
�ŒćƪǁĲƭɥȩɥƆŊɥ¤ćƭǁɥȧȬɥƆŊɥǁŒĲɥ�ƆŸƪćźŗĲƵɥ�ĤǁɥȨȦȦȬɩɥ�ǉƭɥćǉīŗǁɥǢƆƭŬɥŒćƵɥģĲĲźɥ
ǉźīĲƭǁćŬĲźɥƵƆɥǁŒćǁɥǢĲɥŸŗŋŒǁɥƵǁćǁĲɥǁƆɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥŸĲŸģĲƭƵɥǁŒƆƵĲɥŸćǁǁĲƭƵɥǢĲɥćƭĲɥ
required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To 
ǁŒĲɥŊǉůůĲƵǁɥĲǧǁĲźǁɥƪĲƭŸŗǁǁĲīɥģǨɥůćǢɪɥǢĲɥīƆɥźƆǁɥćĤĤĲƪǁɥƆƭɥćƵƵǉŸĲɥƭĲƵƪƆźƵŗģŗůŗǁǨɥ
ǁƆɥćźǨƆźĲɥƆǁŒĲƭɥǁŒćźɥtćĤƭƆɥćźīɥtćĤƭƆʚƵɥŸĲŸģĲƭƵɥćƵɥćɥģƆīǨɪɥŊƆƭɥƆǉƭɥćǉīŗǁɥ
work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Julia Poulter 
¯ĲźŗƆƭɥ¯ǁćǁǉǁƆƭǨɥ�ǉīŗǁƆƭɥ 
For and on behalf of  
Crowe U.K. LLP  
¯ǁćǁǉǁƆƭǨɥ�ǉīŗǁƆƭ 
ȫȫɥhǉīŋćǁĲɥNŗůůɥ 
London EC4M 7JW

Date: 20th July 2023
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Financial statements
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Nacro - Statement of Comprehensive Income 
for the year ended 31 March 2023 

Note 2023  2022 
£’000 £’000 

Turnover 3 68,659 66,817 

Operating expenditure 3 (69,971) (65,762) 

Operating (deficit) / surplus (1,312)  1,055 

Equalisation of guaranteed minimum pension 19 - -  
scheme (GMP) 

Operating (deficit) / surplus (including GMP) (1,312) 1,055 

(Loss) on disposal of property, plant and equipment  4 (9) (216) 
Interest and similar receivables 6 - -
Interest and financing costs 7 (377) (322) 

(Deficit) / Surplus before tax 5 (1,698)  517 

Taxation 10 - - 

(Deficit) / Surplus for the year (1,698)   517 

Actuarial gain in respect of pension schemes 19 695 1,881 

Total comprehensive income for the year  (1,003)  2,398 

All amounts relate to continuing activities. 

The financial statements were approved by the Board on 19th July 2023 and were signed on its 
behalf by: 

Chair Trustee 

The notes on pages 54 to 75 form part of these financial statements. 

ȫȦ �źźǉćůɥ§ĲƪƆƭǁɥ2022/2023



Nacro Statement of Financial Position 
as at 31 March 2023 

Note 2023 2022 
£'000 £'000 

Non Current Assets 
Intangible assets 11 203 449 
Housing properties 12 7,055 7,196 
Other property, plant and equipment 13 14,501 14,803 

21,759 22,448 
Current Assets 
Debtors 14 7,621 6,859 
Cash and cash equivalents 9,927 11,515 

17,548 18,374 

Creditors: Amounts falling due within one 
year 15 11,073 10,606 

Net current assets 6,475 7,768 

Total assets less current liabilities 28,234  30,216 

Creditors: Amounts falling due after more 
than one year 16 3,783 3,951 

Provisions 
Defined benefit obligations 19 13,631 14,499 
Other provisions 18 741 684 

Total net assets 10,079  11,082  

Capital and reserves 
Revenue reserve 9,875 10,878 
Restricted reserve 204 204 

Total reserves  10,079   11,082  

The financial statements were approved by the Board on 19th July 2023 and were signed on its 
behalf by: 

Chair Trustee 

The notes on pages 54 to 75 form part of these financial statements. 

Nacro Company number 00203583. 
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Nacro - Statement of changes in reserves 
for the year ended 31 March 2023 

Revenue Restricted Total 
reserve reserve 

£'000 £'000 £'000 

Balance as at 1 April 2022 10,878  204  11,082 

Surplus for the year  (1,698) - (1,698) 

Other comprehensive income for the year  695 - 695 

Total comprehensive income for the year (1,003) - (1,003) 

Balance at 31 March 2023  9,875  204  10,079  

Revenue Restricted  Total 
reserve reserve 

£'000 £'000  £'000 

Balance as at 1 April 2021  8,480 204  8,684 

Surplus for the year 517 - 517 

Other comprehensive income for the year 1,881 - 1,881 

Total comprehensive income for the year 2,398 - 2,398 

Balance at 31 March 2022 10,878 204  11,082 

The notes on pages 54 to 75 form part of these financial statements. 
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Nacro - Statement of Cashflow 
for the year ended 31 March 2023 

Note 2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Net cash generated from operating activities 20 (1,277) 1,152 

Cash flows from investing activities 

Purchase of housing property components - (213) 
Purchase of other property, plant and equipment (311) (198) 
Purchase of intangible assets - (392) 
Proceeds from sale of housing properties - 223 
Interest received - -

Total cash utilised in investing activities (311) (580) 

Net change in cash and cash equivalents  (1,588) 572 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 11,515  10,943 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year  9,927      11,515 

The notes on pages 54 to 75 form part of these financial statements. 
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Nacro – NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
for the year ended 31 MARCH 2023 

1 Legal Status 

Nacro is a private company limited by guarantee under the Companies Act 2006, incorporated 
in England and is a registered housing provider and a registered charity. The address of its 
registered office is as disclosed on page 11 of the annual report. 

2 Accounting policies 

The principal accounting policies are recognised below. They have been applied consistently 
throughout the year and to the preceding year. 

Basis of accounting 
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention on an accruals 
basis, modified to include certain items at fair value, in accordance with UK Generally Accepted 
Accounting Practice (UK GAAP) including Financial Reporting Standard 102 (FRS 102) and the 
Housing SORP 2018: Statement of Recommended Practice for Registered Social Housing 
Providers and comply with the Accounting Direction for Private Registered Providers of Social 
Housing. Nacro is a public benefit entity, as defined in FRS 102 and applies the relevant 
paragraphs prefixed ‘PBE’ in FRS 102. 

The financial statements are presented in sterling (£). 

Going Concern 
Nacro’s business activities, its current financial position and factors likely to affect its future 
development are set out within the Annual Report. 

The Trustees have a reasonable expectation that Nacro has adequate resources to continue in 
operational existence for the foreseeable future, being a period of at least twelve months after 
the date on which the report and financial statements are signed. For this reason, it continues 
to adopt the going concern basis in the financial statements. 

Turnover 
Turnover represents rent and service charges receivable (net of rent and service charge losses 
from voids), grants from local authorities and charitable fees and donations. 

Rental income is recognised on an accruals basis and recognised when the property is available 
for let, net of voids. Service charge income is recognised when expenditure is incurred as this 
is considered to be the point at which the service has been performed and the revenue 
recognition criteria met.  

Grant income is recognised in the financial statements when the conditions for receipt of the 
grants have been fulfilled and Nacro becomes entitled to payment. Where a grant is received 
relating to a future accounting period, the Statement of Comprehensive Income shows the gross 
amount receivable reduced by the movement in the amount deferred to future accounting 
periods. Deferred grant income at the year end is included in creditors.  

Charitable fees and donations are credited as income in the year in which they were receivable. 

Financial instruments 
Financial instruments which meet the criteria of a basic financial instrument as defined in Section 
11 of FRS 102 are accounted for under an amortised historic cost model. 

Basic financial instruments are recognised at amortised historical cost. 
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Nacro – NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
for the year ended 31 MARCH 2023 

Debtors 
Short term debtors are measured at transaction price, less any impairment. Loans receivable 
are measured initially at fair value, net of transaction costs, and are measured subsequently at 
amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment. 

Where deferral of payment terms has been agreed at below market rate, and where material, 
the balance is shown at the present value, discounted at a market rate. 

Creditors 
Short term trade creditors are measured at the transaction price. Other financial liabilities are 
measured initially at fair value, net of transaction costs, and are measured subsequently at 
amortised cost using the effective interest method. 

Employee Benefits 
Defined contribution scheme 
Nacro participates in a defined contribution stakeholder scheme. Employer contributions 
payable to the scheme are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income during the year. 
Differences between contributions payable in the year and contributions actually paid are shown 
as either accruals or prepayments in the Statement of Financial Position. 

Defined benefit scheme. 
The Nacro Staff Benefits Plan closed to new entrants from 1 December 1998 and for future 
accruals from 31 March 2006. The net interest cost on the net defined benefit liability is charged 
to revenue and included within finance costs. Re-measurement comprising actuarial gains and 
losses and the return on scheme assets (excluding amounts included in net interest on the net 
defined benefit liability) are recognised immediately in other comprehensive income. 

Defined benefit schemes are funded, with the assets of the scheme held separately from those 
of the company, in separate Pension Trustee administered funds. Pension scheme assets are 
measured at fair value and liabilities are measured on an actuarial basis using the projected unit 
credit method. The actuarial valuations are obtained triennially and are updated at each 
Statement of Financial Position date. 

Housing properties 
Housing properties are properties held for the provision of social housing or to otherwise provide 
social benefit. Housing properties are principally properties available for rent and are stated at 
cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. Cost includes the cost 
of acquiring land and buildings, directly attributable development costs and interest charges 
incurred during the development period. 

Depreciation is charged so as to write down the net book value of housing properties to their 
estimated residual value, on a straight line basis, over their useful economic lives. Depreciation 
is charged in the year of acquisition. Freehold land is not depreciated. 

Major components of housing properties, which have significantly different patterns of 
consumption of economic benefits, are treated as separate assets and depreciated over their 
expected useful economic lives at the following annual rates: 

Structure 80 years 
Roofs 50 years 
Windows 25 years 
Kitchens 20 years 
Bathrooms 30 years 
Boilers 15 years 
Heating systems 30 years 
Electrics 30 years 
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Nacro – NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
for the year ended 31 MARCH 2023 

Properties held on long leases are depreciated over their estimated useful economic lives or the 
lease duration if shorter. 

Improvements 
Where there are improvements to housing properties that are expected to provide incremental 
future benefits, these are recognised and added to the carrying amount of the property. Any 
works to housing properties which neither replace a component nor result in an incremental 
future benefit are charged as expenditure in the Statement of Comprehensive Income. 

Leaseholders 
Where the rights and obligations for improving a housing property reside with the leaseholder or 
tenant, any works to improve such properties incurred by Nacro is recharged to the leaseholder 
and recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income along with the corresponding 
income from the leaseholder or tenant. 

Donation or acquisition of land or other asset at below market value 
Where a donation of land and/or other assets is received or land and/or other assets are 
acquired at below market value from a government source, this is accounted for as a non- 
monetary government grant. The difference between the fair value of the asset donated or 
acquired and the consideration paid for the asset is recognised as a government grant and 
included in the Statement of Financial Position as a liability. 

Where Nacro receives a donation of land and/or other assets or acquires such assets below 
their market value from a third party that does not meet the definition of a government source 
as set out in the Housing SORP, then the transaction is accounted for as a non-exchange 
transaction. The assets acquired are recognised in the statement of financial position at fair 
value. The income, equivalent to the difference between any amounts paid or payable for the 
assets and the fair value of the assets, is recognised in the statement of comprehensive income 
as a donation when future performance-related conditions are met. 

Assets held for sale 
Assets held for sale consists of properties or other assets that are surplus to the requirement 
of the business and not held for use in the business. 

Property assets held for sale are subject to a charity valuation by a qualified and experienced 
external surveyor and held at this value, any change in valuation is recognised in the Statement 
of Comprehensive Income. 

Social Housing Grant and other Government grants 
Government grants include grants receivable from government agencies such as Homes 
England, local authorities, devolved government agencies, health authorities and the European 
Commission. Government grants received for housing properties are recognised in income over 
the useful life of the housing property structure and, where applicable, its individual components 
(excluding land) under the accruals model. 

Grants relating to revenue are recognised in income on a systematic basis over the period in 
which related costs for which the grant is intended to compensate are recognised. Where a grant 
is receivable as compensation for expenses or losses already incurred or for the purpose of 
giving immediate financial support with no future related costs, it is recognised as revenue in the 
period in which it becomes receivable. 

Grants due from government organisations or received in advance are included as current 
assets or liabilities. 
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Nacro – NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
for the year ended 31 MARCH 2023 

Government grants received for housing properties are subordinated to the repayment of loans 
by agreement with Homes England. Government grants released on sale of a property may be 
repayable but are normally available to be recycled and are credited to a Recycled Capital Grant 
Fund and included in the statement of financial position in creditors. 

Other Grants 
Grants received from non-government sources are recognised as revenue using the 
performance model. 

Recycling of grants 
Where there is a requirement to either repay or recycle a grant received for an asset that has 
been disposed of, a provision is included in the Statement of Financial Position to recognise this 
obligation as a liability. When approval is received from the funding body to use the grant for a 
specific development, the amount previously recognised as a provision for the recycling of the 
grant is reclassified as a creditor in the Statement of Financial Position. 

On disposal of an asset for which government grant was received, if there is no obligation to 
repay the grant, any unamortised grant remaining within liabilities in the Statement of Financial 
Position related to this asset is recognised as a liability and recognised as revenue in the 
Statement of Comprehensive Income. 

Impairment assessment of a cash-generating unit 
Where there are indicators of impairment of tangible assets; factors taken into consideration in  
reaching such a decision include the economic viability and expected future performance of the 
asset and where it is a component of a larger cash-generating unit, the viability and expected 
future performance of that unit. 

Impairment of social housing properties 
An assessment is made at each reporting date as to whether an indicator of impairment exists. 
If such an indicator exists, an impairment assessment is carried out and an estimate of the 
recoverable amount of the asset is made. Where the carrying amount of the asset exceeds its 
recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive 
Income. The recoverable amount of an asset is the higher of its value in use and fair value less 
costs to sell. Where assets are held for their service potential, value in use is determined by the 
present value of the asset’s remaining service potential plus the net amount expected to be 
received from its disposal. Depreciated replacement cost is taken as a suitable measurement 
model. 

An impairment loss is reversed if the reasons for the impairment loss have ceased to apply and 
included in the Statement of Comprehensive Income. 

Other property, plant and equipment 
Other property, plant and equipment is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and 
impairment losses. Depreciation is charged on all non-housing property, plant and equipment, 
other than investment properties and freehold land so as to write down the net book value to 
their residual value, on a straight line basis, over their useful economic lives, as follows: 

Other Freehold premises 34 – 60 years 
Freehold premises components  4 – 30 years 
Leasehold land and buildings 5 years 
Furniture, fixtures & fittings 4 years 
Other equipment 4 years 
Vehicles 4 – 10 years 
Computer hardware 2 – 4 years 
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for the year ended 31 MARCH 2023 

Other freehold premises are treated as housing properties which have different patterns of 
consumption of economic benefit and treated as separate assets. The same asset lives are used 
as for housing properties. 

Intangible assets 
Intangible assets are stated at historic cost or valuation, less accumulated recognised and any 
provision for impairment. Amortisation is charged to operating expenditure in the Statement of 
Comprehensive Income. Amortisation is provided on all intangible assets at rates calculated to 
write off the cost or valuation of each asset on a straight-line basis over its expected useful life, 
as follows: 

Computer software 2 – 4 years 

  Leases 
An assessment is made at inception of an agreement that transfers the right to use assets. 
The assessment considers whether the arrangement is, or contains, a lease based on the 
substance of the arrangement. 

Operating leased assets 
Leases that do not transfer all the risks and rewards of ownership are classified as operating 
leases. 

Payments under operating leases are charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income on 
a straight-line basis over the period of the lease. 

Provisions for liabilities 
Provisions are recognised when there is a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result 
of a past event; it is probable the obligation will have to be settled; and a reliable estimate can 
be made of the amount of the obligation. 

The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate of the consideration required to settle 
the present obligation at the end of the reporting period, taking into account the risks and 
uncertainties surrounding the obligation. 

Where the effect of the time value of money is material, the amount expected to be required to 
settle the obligation is recognised at present value using a pre-tax discount rate. The unwinding 
of the discount is recognised as a finance cost in the Statement of Comprehensive Income in 
the period it arises. 

Financial provision is made for the cost of annual leave accrued by employees as a result of 
services rendered in the current period, and which employees are entitled to carry forward and 
use within the next 12 months. The provision is measured at the salary cost payable for the 
period of absence. 

Restricted reserves 
Where reserves are subject to an external restriction they are separately recognised within 
reserves as a restricted reserve. Revenue and expenditure is included in the Statement of 
Comprehensive Income and a transfer is made from the general reserve to the restricted 
reserve. 

Significant management judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty 
The preparation of the financial statements requires management to make judgements, 
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets 
and liabilities, income and expenses. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on 
historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the  
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circumstances, the results of which form the basis of making the judgements about carrying 
values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results 
may differ from these estimates. 

Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to 
accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and in any 
future periods affected. 

Significant management judgements 
The following are management judgements in applying the accounting policies of Nacro that 
have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements. 

The Trustees have to make an assessment as to whether an indicator of impairment in value of 
social housing properties exists. In making the judgement, management consider the detailed 
criteria set out in the SORP. The conclusion of the Trustees is that there are no indicators of 
impairment. 

Estimation uncertainty 
Estimates and assumptions are made concerning the future. The resulting accounting 
estimates will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results. The estimates and 
assumptions that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying 
amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are addressed below. 

Provisions 
Provision is made for dilapidations. These provisions require management’s best estimate of 
the costs that will be incurred based on legislative and contractual requirements. In addition, the 
timing of the cash flows and the discount rates used to establish net present value of the 
obligations require management’s judgement. 

Recoverability of rent arrears 
Nacro makes an estimate of the recoverable value of rent arrears. When assessing impairment 
of rent arrears, management consider factors including the ageing profile of the rental debtors 
and historical experience.  

Defined benefit pension scheme 
Nacro has obligations to pay pension benefits to certain employees and former employees. The 
cost of these benefits and the present value of the obligation depend on a number of factors, 
including; life expectancy, salary increases, asset valuations and the discount rate on corporate 
bonds. Based on advice received from Actuaries, management estimates these factors in 
determining the net pension obligation in the balance sheet. The assumptions reflect historical 
experience and current trends. 

Useful lives of depreciable assets 
Management reviews its estimates of the useful lives of depreciable assets at each reporting 
date based on the expected utility of the assets. Uncertainties in these estimates relate to 
technological obsolescence that may change the utility of certain software and IT equipment and 
changes to decent homes standards which may require more frequent replacement of key 
components. 

Termination Benefits 
Redundancy costs (termination benefits) are recognised as an immediate cost and charged to 
the SOFA on a demonstrable commitment to termination, with provision for future redundancy 
costs measured at a best estimate of the expenditure that would be required to settle the 
obligation at the reporting date.

Impairment of social housing properties 
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3A    Particulars of turnover, operating costs and operating surplus. 

2023 

Turnover Operating 
costs 

Operating 
surplus/ 
(deficit) 

 Social housing activity £’000 £’000 £’000 

Social housing lettings (Note 3B) 6,385 (6,689) (304) 
Other social housing activities 

Charges for support services  12,075 (11,030) 1,045 
Sub-total 18,460 (17,719) 741 

Activities other than social housing 

Non-social housing and related support services  26,754  (27,822) (1,068) 
Education centre provision 13,539 (15,097) (1,558) 
Justice services 4,640 (4,194) 446 
Health services 5,266 (5,139) 127 

Sub-total 50,199 (52,252) (2,053) 

Total 68,659 (69,971) (1,312) 

2022 

Turnover Operating 
costs 

Operating 
surplus/ 
(deficit) 

Social housing activity £’000 £’000 £’000 

Social housing lettings (Note 3B) 6,877 (7,092) (215) 
 Other social housing activities 

Charges for support services 6,974 (5,624)  1,350 
Sub-total 13,851 (12,716)   1,135  

Activities other than social housing 

 Non-social housing and related support services  28,387  (28,003) 384 
Education centre provision 14,609 (16,221) (1,612) 
Justice services 4,642 (3,701) 941 
Health services 5,328 (5,121) 207 

 Sub-total 52,966 (53,046) (80) 
 Total 66,817 (65,762) 1,055 
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3B    Social Housing Lettings 

Income General 
Needs 

Housing 

Supported 
Housing 

2023 
Total 

2022 
Total 

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 

Rents receivable net of 
identifiable service charges 

879 1,441 2,320 2,810 

Service charge income 970 2,899 3,869 3,491 
Amortised government grants 67 129 196 576 
Turnover from social housing 
lettings 

1,916 4,469 6,385 6,877 

Operating expenditure 

Management (818) (1,676) (2,494) (2,862) 
Service charge costs (148) (1,024) (1,172) (1,420) 
Lease expenditure (500) (964) (1,464) (1,638) 
Property costs (161) (91) (252) (856) 
Routine maintenance (286) (728) (1,014) (32) 
Bad debts (23) (113) (136) (128) 
Depreciation of housing 
properties 

(78) (79) (157) (156) 

Expenditure from social 
housing lettings 

(2,014) (4,675) (6,689) (7,092) 

Operating deficit housing 
lettings (98) (206) (304) (215) 

Total void losses including 
service charges 158 676 834 1,044 
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4    Gain/(Loss) on disposal of property and equipment 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

 (Loss)/Gain on disposal of property and equipment (9) (216) 

(9)  (216) 

5   Surplus for the year before taxation 

Surplus for the year before taxation is stated after charging/(crediting): 

2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Depreciation of housing properties 141 164 
Depreciation of other property, plant and equipment 613 686 
Amortisation of intangible assets 237 115 
Amortisation of Government grants (199) (594) 
Loss on disposal of fixed assets 9  216 
Audit fees: 
- statutory audit 51 42 
- audit-related assurance services  91  48  

Operating lease rentals
Education Tuition Fund

12,317 
(68) 

11,806 
(344) 

6 Interest receivable 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Bank interest receivable - - 
 - -  

7 Interest and financing costs 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Net interest payable on defined benefit pension liability (377) (322) 
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8 Staff costs 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Wages and salaries 22,447 21,874 
Social security costs 2,121 1,971 
Other pension costs 662 748 
Redundancy Costs 150 206 
Agency Costs 3,373 2,978 

 28,753   27,777  

The number of staff who received emoluments, including pension contribution, in excess of 
£60,000 is as shown below: 

Salary Band 2023  2022 

60,000 – 69,999 12 10 
70,000 – 79,999 7 6 
80,000 – 89,999 2 1 
90,000 – 99,999 0 1 
100,000 – 109,999 0 0 
110,000 – 119,999 0 1 
120,000 – 129,999 1 0 
130,000 – 139,999 0 0 
140,000 – 149,999 0 0 
150,000 – 159,999 0 0 
160,000 – 169,999 0 1 
170,000 – 179,999 1 0 

The average full-time equivalent number of employees over the 12-month period was: 
 (calculated based on standard working week of 40 hours) 

2023 2022 

Service delivery 655  707 
Management and administration 100 94 

 755  801  
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9  Executive remuneration 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Wages and salaries (including social security costs)  733 684 
Pension costs  19 18 

 752  702 

Executive remuneration is defined as being for members of the Board, the Chief Executive and the 
Executive Leadership Team. 

The number of Executive Management in the defined contribution scheme as at the end of March 
2023 was 7 (2022:6) 

Remuneration of the Chief Executive 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Emoluments 172 160 
Pension contributions 5 5 

The Chief Executive is an ordinary member of the pension scheme. No enhanced or special terms 
apply. 

No Board member or person related or connected to them received any remuneration from Nacro 
during the year. During the year expenses relating to travel were reimbursed or paid on behalf of 
Board members amounting to £4,554 for 10 members (2022: £1,687 to 4 members). 

10 Taxation status 
Nacro has charitable status and its sources of income are exempt from income and corporation tax 
provided that they are applied for charitable purposes. 
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11 Intangible fixed assets 
Computer 

software 

Cost £’000 

 At 1 April 2022  851 
Additions  - 
Disposals  (124) 
As at 31 March 2023  727  

 Amortisation 
At 1 April 2022  (402) 
Charge for the year (237) 
Eliminated on disposal 115  
As at 31 March 2023 (524) 

 Net book value 
As at 31 March 2023  203 

As at 31 March 2022 449 

12 Housing properties 
General Needs Supported 

Housing 
Total 

Cost £’000 £’000 £’000 

 At 1 April 2022 263 11,134 11,397 
 Additions - - - 
Disposals - -  - 

At 31 March 2023 263 11,134  11,397 

Depreciation 
 At 1 April 2022 (60) (4,141) (4,201) 
 Charge for the year (5) (136) (141) 
 Eliminated on disposals - - - 

At 31 March 2023 (65) (4,277)  (4,342)  

Net book value 
As at 31 March 2023 198 6,857  7,055  

As at 31 March 2022 203 6,993  7,196 
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13 Other property, plant and equipment 

Freehold Long/short 
leasehold 

Equipment Motor 
vehicles 

Total 

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 

Cost or valuation 
At 1 April 2022 16,796 547 1,241 178 18,762 
Additions - 228 83 - 311 
Disposals - (69) (418) - (487) 

As at 31 March 2023 16,796 706 906 178 18,586 

Depreciation 

  At 1 April 2022 (2,429) (317) (1,035) (178) (3,959) 
 Charge for the year (398) (83) (132) - (613) 
 Eliminated on disposal - 69 418 - 487 

As at 31 March 2023 (2,827) (331) (749) (178) (4,085) 

Net book value 
As at 31 March 2023 13,969 375 157 - 14,501 

 As at 31 March 2022 14,367 230 206 - 14,803 
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14 Debtors 
2023 2022 

Amounts falling due within one year: £’000 £’000 

Rent arrears 2,390 1,833 
Provision for bad debts (450) (407) 
Net Rent Arrears 1,940 1,426 

 Trade debtors 1,518  2,252 
Other Debtors 190 212 
Prepayments and accrued income 3,973 2,969 

    7,621  6,859  

15 Creditors 
2023  2022 

Amounts falling due within one year: £’000  £’000 

Trade creditors 2,714  2,099 
Corporation tax - - 
Other taxation and social security 1,026 961 
Other creditors 202  693 
Deferred income, grants and grants repayable 2,831 3,746 
Accruals 4,110 2,886 
SHG under 1 year deferred grant (note 17) 190 221 

 11,073   10,606  

16 Creditors 
2023 2022 

Amounts falling due after more than one year: £’000 £’000 

 Financial assistance - deferred grants (note 17) 3,777  3,945 
 Financial assistance - recycled capital grant fund 6 6 

3,783   3,951  
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   for the year ended 31 MARCH 2023 

17 Financial assistance and other government grants (Deferred income grant) 

 Deferred income - government grants 2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

As at 1 April 2022 4,166 4,579 
 Amortisation to Statement of Comprehensive Income (199) (594) 
Grant addition - 181 

As at 31 March 2023 3,967  4,166  

 Amounts to be released within one year 190 221 
Amounts due to be released in more than one year 3,777 3,945 

3,967  4,166 

The total value of grants received by Nacro is £8,795,258 (2022: £8,795,258). 

Recycled Capital Grant Fund 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

 As at 1 April 2022 6 6 

Recycling of grant - - 

As at 31 March 2023  6  6 

The recycled capital grant is in respect of 2 housing property disposals in 2017/18 and is shown in 
note 16. 

18 Provisions 
Dilapidations Total 

£'000 £'000 

 As at 1 April 2022 684 684 

 Released (97) (97) 

Increase 154 154 

As at 31 March 2023 741 741 
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19 Retirement benefit schemes 

Defined contribution scheme 

Nacro operates defined contribution retirement benefit schemes for qualifying employees. The total 
expense charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the period ended 31 March 2023 
was £662,384 (2022: £748,363). 

Defined benefit scheme 

Characteristics and risks associated with the Plan 

Nacro operates the Nacro Staff Benefits Plan ("the Plan"). The Plan provides pensions in retirement 
and death benefits to members. Pension benefits are linked to a member’s final salary at retirement 
and their length of service. Since 31 March 2006 the Plan has been closed to future accrual. 

The Plan is a registered scheme under UK legislation and was contracted out of the State 
Second Pension until its closure. 

The Plan is subject to the scheme funding requirements outlined in UK legislation. 

The Plan was established from 31 May 1986 under trust and is governed by the Plan’s third 
definitive deed and rules dated 23 May 2011. The Pension Trustees are responsible for the 
operation and the governance of the Plan, including making decisions regarding the Plan’s funding 
and investment strategy in conjunction with the Company. 

Under clause 21 of the Plan’s third definitive deed and rules dated 23 May 2011, the Company 
does not have an unconditional right to a refund of any surplus in the Plan if the Plan winds up. 
However, since the Plan is in deficit, and this deficit exceeds the value of future contributions due 
under the current recovery plan, there is no additional liability recognised on the balance sheet as 
a result of the Plan’s recovery plan. 

The Plan exposes the Company to actuarial risks such as; market (investment) risk, interest rate 
risk, inflation risks, currency risk and longevity risk. 

The Plan does not expose the Company to any unusual Plan-specific or Company-specific risks. 

No allowance has been made for any curtailment or settlement during the accounting period. 

Amount, timing and uncertainty of future cashflows. 

The Pension Trustees hold a proportion of the Plan’s assets in gilts and index-linked gilts to provide 
some degree of matching with the Plan’s liabilities (with the latter providing a degree of price 
inflation matching with the Plan’s liabilities). 

The Plan also holds annuity contracts in respect of the majority of pensions in payment which 
provide protection against future changes in respect of post retirement market risk, inflation risk 
and longevity risk in respect of these members. 
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19 Retirement benefit schemes - cont 

The Plan’s investment strategy is to invest broadly 90% of non-annuity investments in return 
seeking assets and the remaining 10% in matching assets (mainly government bonds). This 
strategy reflects the Plan’s liability profile and the Pension Trustees’ and Company’s attitude to 
risk. 

The Plan’s non-annuity investments include interest rate and inflation hedging. The Plan also holds 
a number of annuity policies which approximately match the majority of the pensions in payment. 

The last scheme funding valuation of the Plan was as at 31 March 2020 (“the 2020 valuation”) and 
revealed a funding deficit of £16.0m. Under the current schedule of contributions, the Company 
has agreed to pay deficit reduction contributions. These deficit reduction contributions are set out 
in the payment schedule agreed as part of each tri-annual valuation. The expenses of running the 
Plan, as well as statutory levies, are to be met directly by the Company. 

The Company has paid £550,000 in deficit reduction contributions in respect of the current 
accounting period. 

The liabilities of the Plan are based on the current value of expected benefit payment cash-flows 
to members of the Plan over the next 50 years. The average duration of the liabilities is 
approximately 14 years. 

The value of the liabilities at the reporting date have been estimated by updating the results of the 
2020 valuation to allow for the passage of time, benefits paid out of the Plan and changes in 
actuarial assumptions over the period from 31 March 2020 to 31 March 2023. Allowance has also 
been made for actual inflation experience and known transfers out and trivial commutations over 
the period. Such an approach is common for the purposes of accounting disclosures. It is not 
expected that these projections will be materially different from a summation of individual 
calculations at the accounting date, although there may be some discrepancy between the actual 
liabilities for the Plan at the accounting date and those included in the disclosures. 

Principal Actuarial Assumptions 

A full actuarial valuation of the Plan was carried out as at 31 March 2020 and has been updated to 
31 March 2023 by a qualified actuary. The major assumptions used by the actuary were (in nominal 
terms) as follows 

2023 2022 
Discount rate 4.75% 2.65% 
Inflation assumption (RPI) 3.35% 4.05% 
Inflation assumption (CPI) 2.85% 3.15% 
Future revaluation of pensions in deferment 2.85% 3.15% 
Pension increases in payment (liabilities) : 
CPI max 5% 2.80% 3.05% 
CPI max 3% 2.40% 2.45% 
CPI max 2.5% 2.15% 2.15% 
Pension increases in payment (insured asset) : 
RPI max 5% 3.25% 3.80% 
RPI max 3% 2.60% 2.75% 
RPI max 2.5% 2.30% 2.35% 
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19 Retirement benefit schemes - cont 

Assumed life expectancies on retirement at age 65 
2023 2022 

Retiring today – Females 23.3 22.9 
Retiring today – Males 20.9 20.4 
Retiring in 20 years: Females 24.4 24.1 
Retiring in 20 years: Males 21.8 21.3 

The assets in the plan were 
2023 2022 

£’000 £’000 
Equity, property and other 23,833 21,211 
Gilts and other government debt 1,590 14,206 
Annuities 6,839 8,148 
Cash and net current assets 494 2,714 

Fair value of Plan assets 32,756 46,279 

The actual return on assets over the period was:  (11,229)  (393) 

Present value of funded obligations (46,387) (60,778) 
Fair value of Plan assets 32,756 46,279 

Deficit in funded scheme (13,631) (14,499) 

Present value of unfunded obligations - - 
Unrecognised actuarial gains / (losses) - - 
(Irrecoverable surplus) - - 

Net liability in Statement of Financial Position (13,631) (14,499) 
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19 Retirement benefit schemes - cont 

Reconciliation of opening and closing balances of the present value of the deferred 
benefit obligation 

2023 
£’000 

2022 
£’000 

Benefit obligation at beginning of year 60,778 65,536 
Plan administration cost - - 
Interest cost 1,573 1,251 
Contributions by plan participants - - 
Actuarial (gains) / losses  (13,120)  (3,203) 
Benefits paid  (2,844)  (2,806) 
Past service cost - - 

Benefit obligation at end of year 46,387 60,778 

Reconciliation of opening and closing balances of the fair value of Plan assets 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Fair value of Plan assets at beginning of year 46,279  48,578 
Interest income on Plan assets 1,196  929 
Return on assets, excluding interest income  (12,425)  (1,322) 
Contributions by employer 550 900 
Contributions by Plan participants - - 
Benefits paid  (2,844) (2,806) 
Plan administration cost - - 

Fair value of Plan assets at end of year 32,756  46,279 

The amounts recognised in Statement of Comprehensive 
Income 

2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Service cost - including current and past service costs and 
Settlements 

- - 

Plan administrative costs - - 
Net interest on the net defined liability 377 322 

377  322 
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19  Retirement benefit schemes - cont 

Remeasurement of the net defined benefit liability (asset) shown in the Statement of 
Comprehensive Income 

2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Actuarial (gains) / losses on the liabilities  (13,120)  (3,203) 
Return on assets, excluding interest income  12,425  1,322 
Total remeasurement of the net defined liability (asset) (695) (1,881) 

Estimation of next period's profit or loss 2024 
£’000 

Service cost - including current and past service costs and 
settlements 

- 

Plan administrative costs - 
Net interest on the net defined liability 631 

Total expense 631 
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20 Cashflow from operating activities 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

(Deficit) / Surplus for the year (1,698) 517 

Adjustment for non-cash items: 

Depreciation of housing properties 141 164 
Depreciation of other property, plant and equipment 613 686 
Amortisation of intangible assets 237 115 
Loss on disposal of assets 9  216 
(Increase) / Decrease in debtors (762) (1,259) 
Increase / (Decrease) in creditors 467 1,726 
Increase / (Decrease) in provisions 57  59 
Intangible asset prior periods corrections 
Pension costs less contributions payable 

- 
(550) 

  - 
 (900) 

Accrued pension payment 31 100 
Amortisation of SHG (199) (594) 
Interest payable 377 322 

Net cash generated from operating activities  (1,277)  1,152 

  21 Capital commitments 

There were no capital commitments at the year-end (2022: £112k). 

  22 Leasing Commitments 

Total future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows: 

2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Leases expiring:- 
- within one year 4,088 1,369 
- between one and five years 3,159  1,605 
- after five years  2,186 3,823 

9,433 6,797 
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23 Financial assets and liabilities 

Financial assets 
2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Financial assets measured at undiscounted amount receivable 3,648 3,890 
Bank deposits 9,927 11,515 
Total 13,575 15,405 

Financial Instruments on which no interest is earned include short-term debtors. No investments 
were held by the company during the year. No interest or gains are recognised on financial assets 
recognised at undiscounted amounts receivable. 

Financial liabilities 2023 2022 
£’000 £’000 

Financial liabilities measured at undiscounted amount payable 2,916 2,792 

The company's financial liabilities are sterling denominated. There is no exposure to interest 
rate risk. 

24    Accommodation in management and development 
2023 2022 

Owned units 225 225 
Units under management 2,000 2,145 
Total units 2,225 2,370 

Within the total units, 608 units met the regulated definition of social housing (2022 - 647) and 
1,617 units were outside the regulated definition (2022 - 1,723). 
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